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Policymakers, energy experts and journalists came together to discuss
“Integrated Master Plan for Power and Energy”, an online seminar organized by
Energy & Power magazine on April 3. It was opined that General Economic
Division of the Ministry of Finance could better formulate the master plan as
economic development is very much dependent on the smooth and
uninterrupted supply of quality power and energy. The master plans are
prepared by putting together the localized plans of different divisions. This year,
for the first time, the energy sector plan is being done in an integrated manner.
The plans are revised here very frequently — the authorities revise the plans even
before their implementation.
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Making an integrated plan is not at all easy. Quality data availability is a
big issue in Bangladesh as it is essential for preparing proper plan. Energy
balance table was available in the past - a basic requirement. The demand
for various primary fuel could be known. But for the last 20 years, these are
not available. SREDA made an attempt to find it. They did it for one or two
years. But now, it is no longer doing the exercise.
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PGCB must not be left alone for
confronting all emerging challenges.
Power transmission segment must
be opened to private sector
investment. India has achieved
success in doing that. Bangladesh
has also finalized formulation of
draft private sector policy for private
sector investment in transmission
segment. It should be approved and
private sector investment must be
sought through appropriate process.
... Ali Kawsar Muhammad Firoz tells EP

23

9

Experts think that a quick decision
on coal mining should be taken to
get electricity at an affordable
price. They argued that there is no
alternative to the right kind of fuel
mix and diversified sources of energy. In this case, the huge reserve
of high-quality domestic coal
worth US$ 300 billion should not
be ignored.
...More on Special Report

Bangladesh should adopt a homegrown
and integrated Power and Energy System
Master Plan to be prepared by local
experts. Most of the plans prepared by
the foreign experts have already proved
to be inappropriate in the local
development context. For ensuring a
risk-free energy security, the country
should also come out of mono-fuel
dependent power generation.

Encouraged by the readers and patrons, the EP would continue bringing
out Green Pages to contribute to the country’s efforts in its journey
towards environment-friendly energy.
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Wartsila India Appoints
Venkatesh R as New MD
Wartsila India, a subsidiary of
Finland-based Wartsila Corporation, announced it has appointed Venkatesh R as the
new Managing Director & Director, Energy Business, India.
He has replaced Neeraj
Sharma who had been President & MD since July 2017.
Venkatesh has 30 years of experience in the Marine and Energy sectors. During his career
in Wartsila he has worked in India, Singapore and Finland managing strategic roles. In his latest role, he has been Area Director
for Middle East Asia based in Singapore.
"I look forward to enhancing Wartsila India’s market leadership
with innovative life cycle solutions and accelerating the Renewables and Decarbonisation journey, propelling the business to
greater heights,” Venkatesh said.
Wartsila has been present in India for 35 years and provides power
solutions for the Indian Marine & Energy markets. The company
has over 500 employees in India and has delivered around 250
power plants in the country with capacity of over 3,500 Megawatt.

Gazprom Neft Trialing Flounder
Seismic Stations in Russian Arctic
Gazprom Neft has completed testing of new seabed seismic stations
for offshore exploration in the Sea of Okhotsk off northeast Russia.
The program started in 2019, with support from the Ministry of
Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation.
Aviation and Marine Electronics NPP designed the ‘Flounder’
seabed stations with the first consignment undergoing successfully laboratory testing.
Marine Arctic Geological Expedition and ROSGEO are preparing to test the devices on offshore license blocks for Gazprom
Neft later this year.
The forerunner model of these seabed stations, known as the
CRAB, proved its capabilities during seismic exploration on the
Ayashsky license block in the Sea of Okhotsk in 2019.
Flounder’s cylindrical shape leads to improved ergonomics and
makes it easier to see even in poor visibility, Gazprom Neft said.
The stations contain new hydrophones and geophones, a compass and an acoustic module, all designed to improve the quality of data collection and processing.
The next planned generation of seabed stations will feature a
mechanism that allows them to be lowered to the seabed and
lifted back to the vessel automatically, rather than manually.
This mechanism, which should be developed by 2022, should
help speed up offshore seismic surveys.
Battery modules in the stations can be quickly replaced for virtually uninterrupted operation.

Energy Giant Sued as Spain
Power Lines Kill 100s of Birds
Barcelona prosecutors have filed suit against energy giant Endesa for the deaths of hundreds of birds electrocuted by its
high-wire power lines, court documents show.
According to the recent lawsuit, prosecutors are suing the utility for offences against the environment and wildlife for failing
to adequately insulate its electricity cables and pylons, creating "a death trap" for birds.
Electrocution occurs when birds touch two wires at a time or
when they perch on a conductive pylon while also touching
a cable.
In their complaint, prosecutors said 255 birds died in the
Osona region north of Barcelona between 2018 and 2020,
including protected species such as white storks, griffon vultures, short-toed eagles.
"The electrocution and death of birds due to direct contact
with the exposed conductors on pylons owned by the defendant has affected the whole province of Barcelona, constituting a veritable plague," the complaint reads.

BP Hits $35bn Net Debt Target
Ahead of Schedule
Energy group BP has said it expects to have hit its
US$35 billion net debt target in the first quarter of this
year, sooner than expected and paving the way for it to
deliver on its promise of buying back shares.
“This is a result of earlier than anticipated delivery of
disposal proceeds combined with very strong business
performance during the first quarter,” Chief Executive
Bernard Looney said in a recent statement.
Shares in the London-based company, which had previously expected to reach the net debt target in around
the fourth quarter of 2021 or the first quarter of 2022,
rose as much as 3per cent to 299 pence in early trade
on news it would reach the target sooner.
BP shares are now up around 16per cent this year, after
shedding 45per cent in 2020 as the coronavirus pandemic hit oil demand.
BP plunged to a US$5.7 billion loss last year and had a
debt pile of US$39 billion at the end of 2020. It had expected that debt level to rise in the first half of 2021
due to several payments due.
However, in the first quarter it generated around
US$4.7 billion from sale proceeds.
As part of Looney’s plan to shift the focus of the oil
major to low carbon energy investments, BP aims to sell
US$25 billion of assets by 2025.
April 16, 2021
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Omera LPG Introduced Home
Delivery Services Across the Country
Observing the recent
hike in the pandemic
situation and prioritizing the health and
safety of the customers, the best LPG
operator
of
Bangladesh Omera
Petroleum Limited has
introduced home delivery services.
We are just one call away to deliver your desired Omera LPG
(www.omeralpg.com
or
official
Facebook
page
https://www.facebook.com/OmeraLPGas) cylinder at your
doorstep.

DoE DG Dies of Covid-19
Director General of the Department of Environment Dr AKM
Rafique Ahammed died of Covid-19 recently.
He passed away at Rajarbagh Central Police Hospital, said
Dipankar Bar, Senior Information Officer of the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change.
The top environment official was undergoing treatment in hospital since March 23 and put on life support after his condition
worsened, said a press release of the ministry.
He left behind his wife and two sons and relatives, friends and
well-wishers to mourn his death.
Dr Rafique, who joined the government service in 1991, is a
BCS (administration) cadre of the 10th batch.
Before joining the DoE on May 22, 2019, Rafique served as a
commercial counsellor at the Consulate of Bangladesh in
Dubai.

Hydraulic Tests of 2nd Nuclear
Reactor Completed

Power Generation Crosses
13,000MW

The Volgodonsk Branch of JSC AEM-technology Atommash
successfully completed hydraulic tests of the nuclear reactor
pressure vessel for the second power unit of the Rooppur Nuclear Power Plant (RNPP) under construction in Bangladesh.

Amid growing
demand for electricity due to the
scorching summer heat since
mid-March, the
Bangladesh
Power Development
Board
(BPDB) has registered a whopping 13,018 megawatt (MW) production, setting a new record for the country.

The hydraulic tests were carried out in a three-level underground caisson test bench. To install the reactor pressure vessel in the design position, a supporting ring was first installed
in the test bench, and then a VVER-1200 reactor pressure vessel was placed on it.
The equipment was moved using an overhead crane with a
lifting capacity of 600 tons. The reactor pressure vessel with
height of 11 meters was lowered into the caisson with high
precision and closed with a process cover.
Then workers installed 54 one and a half meter studs and
tightened them using a special wrench.
After creating a complete sealing, the item was filled with distilled water, heated to 65 degrees, created a maximum pressure (24.5 MPa) - 1.4 times higher than the working pressure
and held for 10 minutes.
The hydraulic tests of the Reactor Pressure Vessel for Unit
No.2 of the RNPP confirmed the tightness of the base metal
and the weld joints of the Reactor Pressure Vessel.
The reactor is a vertical cylindrical vessel with an elliptical
bottom, inside which the core and internals are located. The
top of the reactor is hermetically sealed with a cover with
drives of mechanisms and controls and protection of reactors
installed on it and nozzles for outputting cables of sensors for
the in-core monitoring.

The record generation was reported recently, according to Saiful Hasan Chowdhury, director of public relations of the
BPDB.
The previous highest production was 12,893 MW as recorded
on May 29, 2019.
Bangladesh’s power sector first crossed the 12,000MW milestone on April 24, 2019, with the 11,000MW mark crossed
on July 7, 2018.
Earlier, the country had gone past the 10,000MW mark for
the first time on March 19, 2017. Prior to that, the 9,000MW
level was crossed for the very first time on June 30, 2016.
At present, Bangladesh’s installed power generation capacity,
including captive power and renewable energy, is 24,982
MW, with 99% of the population having access to electricity.
The BPDB has already taken up an extensive capacity expansion plan to give a boost to the power sector, aiming to generate 40,000MW by 2030, for which a mammoth investment
billion is needed.

April 16, 2021
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2,945 Customers Receive DPDC
Mobile Service

Binayak Sen New DG of BIDS
Economist Binayak Sen has become the director general at
the Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies (BIDS).
Prior to that, he was the research director of the institute. Sen,
who joined the BIDS in 1986, will succeed KAS Murshid.
He has long been working on poverty, income inequality and
human development.
Besides, he has experience in research on the labor market,
social security, good governance, and political economy.
More than 70 of his research reports have been published in
various local and foreign journals.
He also worked as a senior economist at the World Bank
headquarters from 2004 to 2009.

About 2945 customers have received various services from
Dhaka Power Distribution Company Limited (DPDC) under
12-day electricity service campaign.

He also served the International Food Policy Research Institute
from 2016 to 2018 as a senior research fellow. In addition,
Sen has served as a consultant to organizations such as the
Asian Development Bank, the World Health Organization,
JICA, UNSCAP, DFID and UNDP.

On the occasion of Mujib Year and Golden Jubilee of Independence, the DPDC started offering mobile electricity service for 12 days from March 18 till April 1.

Shamim Ahmed Elected
President of BPGMEA

Significant campaigns have been launched to make esteemed
customers aware of electrical accidents as part of mobile
power services.
Three mini trucks have provided various services to the esteemed customers in 36 NOCS departments of DPDC.
Meters and names change, electricity bills revision, prepaid
meter cards recharge, resolve electricity related complaints
and other services are given through the DPDC mobile service.
Some 2153 new online connection services from mobile service centers, 325 meters change, 72 bill related services, 37
tariff changes, 160 name or address changes, 54 prepaid services and 103 other services have been provided to bring the
service to the doorsteps of the customers.
In addition, customers are made aware about electrical accidents by providing information. Each truck is accompanied
by a technical team and DPDC officials in charge of the area
concerned.
After receiving customers' application, the responsible persons
made demand notes and the technical team provides the necessary services to the customers.
Earlier, Power Secretary Md Habibur Rahman inaugurated 12day Electricity Service campaign on the occasion of Mujib
Year on Kisholoy Girls School and College premises at Mohammadpur in the capital on March 18, 2021.
DPDC Managing Director Engineer Bikash Dewan was also
present on the occasion.

Shamim Ahmed has been elected
president of Bangladesh Plastic
Goods Manufacturers and Exporters Association (BPGMEA) for
the session 2021- 2022.
Giasuddin Ahmed has also been
elected senior vice president and
KM Iqbal Hossain and Quazi Anwarul Haque was elected vice
presidents of the association respectively.
Under the directives of Commerce Ministry, BPGMEA Election Board Chairman Abdur Razzak declared the aforementioned final election result of Office Bearers at the BPGMEA
Paltan’s head office in the capital recently.
The seven new directors were elected earlier on March 6, 2021.
They are Giasuddin Ahmed, Mosaddequr Rahman Nannu,
Md Yaqub, Aman Ullah, ATM Syeedur Rahman under General Group and Md Shahjahan, Md Abdur Rashid Bhuiyan
under Associate Group.
The 21 members of the board of directors of BPGMEA are
Shamim Ahmed, Giasuddin Ahmed, KM Iqbal Hossain, Quazi
Anwarul Haque, Md Jashim Uddin, Md Yusuf Ashraf, Ferdous
Wahed, Shahedul Islam Helal, Mosaddequr Rahman Nannu,
Humayun Kabir Bablu, Md Golam Kibria, Md Yaqub, Noor
Alam Bacchu, Riad Mahmud, ATM Syeedur Rahman Bulbul,
Md Shahjahan, Tofayel Kabir Khan, Md Khorshed Alam, Md
Enamul Haque, Aman Ullah and Md Abdur Rashid Bhuiyan.

April 16, 2021
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xperts at a recent virtual seminar have stressed the need for
adopting a homegrown and
integrated Power and Energy System Master Plan, which should be
formulated by engaging local experts. They pointed out that most of
the plans prepared by the foreign
experts have already proved to be
inappropriate in the local development context. For ensuring a riskfree energy security scenario of
Bangladesh, they also suggested
coming out of mono-fuel dependent power generation and going for
adopting all possible options.
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The experts made the observations at
the seminar on “Integrated Master Plan
for Power and Energy” held on 3 April
2021, organized by Energy & Power
magazine as part of a series titled “EP
Talks” and moderated by its Editor Mollah Amzad Hossain.
Taking part in the discussion Prof. Dr.
Ijaz Hossain, former BUET Professor
and Energy analyst, said the General
Economic Division of the Ministry of Finance could better formulate the master
plan as economic development is very
much dependent on the smooth and uninterrupted supply of quality power and
energy. Usually, a plan has two aspects
— utility plan and integrity plan. One
plan would indicate what should be
done next year.
Problem arises when we go for making
utility plan as we think only about our
part. The master plans are prepared by
putting together the localized plans of
different divisions. The foreign consultants also prepare the plan in the same
way as they get similar briefs from their
local counterparts. This year, for the first
time, the energy sector plan is being
done in an integrated manner. It will
benefit all if the suggestions that have
been presented here are taken into consideration. Whether you prepare it with
foreign consultants and local experts,
the local inputs must be considered.
The plans are revised here very frequently — the authorities revise the plans
even before their implementation. I
think most people do not even go
through the plans. We do not have control over many things. In developing
countries, it is also not possible to control everything. There exist a lot of limitations.
We will purchase LNG after paying a lot
of money. But why we’re delaying to do
that. What is our LNG purchase plan for
the next 10 years? The government controls too much, market influence is bare
minimum. The LNG market and its

SCAN THE QR CODE
TO WATCH FULL TALKS

price need to be reviewed in detail.
Making an integrated plan is not at all
easy. Data is a big issue in Bangladesh.
If you cannot get appropriate data, how
would you prepare plan. Quality data is
essential for preparing proper plan. Energy balance table was available in the
past. This is a basic requirement. The
demand for various primary fuel could
be known. But for the last 20 years,
these are not available. SREDA made an
attempt to find it. They did it for one or
two years. But now, it is no longer doing
the exercise.

About the LNG storage debate, he said
LNG storage experiences a certain loss.
The storage is not done for long term. It
is usually done for 15 days. The loss is
about 0.2%. The best storage can be for
15 days.
A master plan usually consists of three
scenarios — low, medium and high. Dr.
Ijaz suggested following at least one
scenario realistically.
Dr. Badrul Imam, Honorary Professor at
the Department of Geology, Dhaka University, expressed
concern that

Bangladesh chooses the difficult route
instead of following the smooth road to
energy security. We the geologists firmly
believe that Bangladesh like any other
riverine delta must have significant petroleum resources. It is not conceivable
how Bangladesh is being thought as
running out of gas resources. In similar
geological structure of other countries,
much more gas and oil have been discovered. Bangladesh is one of the least
explored gas prone delta. We have
drilled only 20 exploratory wells over
the past 20 years. Drilling one well on
the average a year is ridiculously low in
consideration of prospective geological
structure. Such low exploration is much
lower than bare minimum average exploration. The present gas crisis would
not have happened if we could carry
out at least 4-6 exploration wells a year.
Exploration of coal is already a complex
operation. It is getting more and more
difficult with the passage of time.
The easiest solution to primary fuel supply crisis is immediately launching expedited exploration campaign. We are

already late. We are paying through the
nose for importing LNG from the
volatile global fuel market. We only
hear that we are doing this and that, but
nothing is being done. How much data
we could gather over the past 5 years.
Bangladesh couldn’t start multi-client
survey over the past 5 years.
Petrobangla could not offer adequate
data. This may act as disincentive for
IOCs to risk investment for deep-water
exploration. The data and information
remained stored in the Petrobangla data
center for IOCs to commence exploration. Data available with Petrobangla
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was accessible for 10 years from
now. Petrobangla kept it locked
till now. No one can purchase it
now. Oil companies planning
their investment program need at
least some data. This is a self-defeating scenario to say the least.
In his keynote presentation, Engr.
Mohammad Hossain, Director
General of Power Cell, said the
Mohammad Hossain
Ijaz Hossain
target is to supply quality power
to all at affordable price by 2023.
He explained the objectives of
the integrated power and energy
system master plan now under
preparation. The country’s vision
is to achieve the developed economy status by 2041. We are assessing the possible power
demand at that time. Another
Abul Monsur
Sheikh Faezul Amin
consideration is to achieve the
SDG energy goal (SDG7). We’ll
to diversify the fuel options. For fuel
have to make it consistent with the 8th
deficit, we had to keep a significant genfive-year plan. We’ll have to coordinate
eration capacity remaining idle in 2018.
the plans. The concept of integrated
Moving forward, arranging fuel remains
master plan has originated from there.
a challenge. Until Matarbari coal port
This was coordinated earlier in 1998.
comes into operation, we have no other
The situation was positive then. The
alternative but to transshipping coal for
scope of MPEMR has widened. Though
Payra and Rampal power plants. These
there are two secretaries, yet there is litwill add to the cost of coal transportatle difference in the work strategy. We
tion.
have formulated a master plan in 2010
sensing depletion of the proven gas re- We are preparing a revised master plan
source. Till 2008, gas contributed about for 2040. After every 5 years, it will be
90% of the fuel for power generation. reviewed. The gaps would be addressed
Against the backdrop of depletion of the in the review. Questions would arise
gas resources, we had to plan for intro- whether we would be able to achieve
ducing other options in the fuel mix.
the targets. The GDP growth rate was
considered while making demand proFor supplying power at affordable price,
jections. We could not connect induswe had to consider coal. We had opportries with power grid till now. They are
tunities for utilizing our own coal. It was
relying on captive power.
planned to make coal contributing 50%
fuel for targeted 40,000 MW generation For better management of the works, the
by 2030. We have planned to achieve ministry is now operating in two sepathe last 50 years’ cherished dream of nu- rate divisions. But MPEMR is an inteclear power. That plan is now going to grated ministry. The supply of coal is a
be a reality. The fuel mix prescribed in critical challenge. The companies dealthe PSMP 2016 was coal 35%, gas and ing with this must be realistic. We canLNG 35% and the rest 30% power im- not always achieve the planned targets.
port, nuclear and renewables. We had But we will leave nothing unturned for

Badrul Imam

Muqtadir Ali

Mushfiquer Rahman

Khondkar Abdus Saleque

achieving it.
Md. Abul Monsur, Additional Secretary
(Operation), Energy and Mineral Resources Division, Ministry of Power, Energy & Mineral Resources, said that they
have to go through encountering various challenges all the time. Different
opinions come on many occasions.
They have to rely on senior policymakers. They cannot follow standard models and are often influenced by
outsiders. There are conflicts of interest
as different groups think they are right.
The business-as-usual case is creating a
huge deficit. We must think seriously
about sources of supply. How much we
would import? We have to objectively
assess how much local sources can really be utilized?
We must integrate technology, market
and regulatory frameworks; We have to
bear in mind the responses of the civil
society. We have to consider customer
behavior and the reactions as well.
For example, we would go for exploration of coal or exploration of petroleum. Can we easily get out of the
debate of mining own coal? We may
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reach an agreement in Dhaka but what
would be the situation at the mining location? What is the local context? We
have to deal with these.
The aim of drilling well 9 of Haripur gas
field was to discover oil. The target
depth was 2,100 meters, but the pipe
got stuck at 1,900-meter depth while
BAPEX does not have the capability to
free it. People start hue and cry if we go
for hiring foreign drilling company
while smart people start saying that a
definite resource is being handed over
to the foreign companies.
I have no hesitation to admit that we
cannot do any work on time for various
constraints. We have lack of national
capacity. Outside influences work as
impediments to take right decisions.
Even with these problems, we could
reach a stage for launching offshore exploration. Unfortunately, we had to
defer the tendering process due to the
outbreak of COVID-19.
As far as coal mining is concerned, studies have been conducted. Consultant
has submitted the study report for
Dighipara mine. Taking decision in this
regard is really tough. Open pit mining
in Bangladesh is really a tough decision.
We have to have integrated master plan.
We have to have plan A and alternative
ones. The economic and technical challenges must be assessed and evaluated
in taking the decisions.
Engr. Sheikh Faezul Amin, Additional
Secretary (Development), Power Division, Ministry of Power, Energy & Mineral Resources, said policy and plans
are dynamic documents. They need
constant changing and adjustments with
the changed circumstances depending
on demand. The PSMP 2016 did not address the issue of low carbon energy
generation. There are issues of demand
forecast as well. Energy demand of
transport sector was not also addressed
appropriately. The Gas Sector Master
Plan 2019 did not duly consider other

Bheramara 410 MW Power Plant

than power sector requirements.
This time the global trend would be addressed. The PSMP 2016 included 35%
contribution of coal and gas each. It
would not remain like that. It would be
reduced to a reasonable level. Multiple
fuel sources would be considered.
Mono-fuel dependency would not be
there anymore. We will develop a crossborder energy trading and sharing
mechanism in a manner that it would
not be interrupted even if there is a
change in relationship in the future. Energy efficiency would be an important
element. Transmission and distribution
segments would also get due attention.
The 2030 SDG plan, 2041 Developed
Economy vision and 2050 zero carbon
planning would also be duly addressed.
JICA is involved through the Economic
Relations Division (ERD). The draft plan
would be ready within 12 months. In
the following 6 months, it would be approved after reviewing at various higher
levels. Status of all existing policies
would be reviewed. The PSMP would
include Energy Data Management, Environmental and Social Impacts Management. There is a high level of
coordination committee for coal. Four

working groups are currently working.
Opinion of local experts would definitely be taken. Their opinion would
definitely be reflected.
Md. Muqtadir Ali, Advisor at Dipon
Group and former Chairman of BPC &
Petrobangla, reminiscened that quite a
few master plans have been made so far.
The plans were revised for a number of
times. But there is no discussion about
success or failure of these plans. I have
not heard about any such review in energy sector. I am not aware of any review in the power sector as well. If
done, we could know about the reasons
of the failures. Once electricity was considered a major ingredient of development, key for economy. The master
plans should be done from that perspective.
There was a time when people believed
that gas will be discovered from every
single exploration. But that is no longer
the case. We may not get a Bibiyanalike large field in the onshore. Few days
back, someone, a marine biologist, told
about the prospect of 100 Tcf gas from
the Bay of Bengal. Once it was told that
Bangladesh was floating on oil. These
kinds of talks create confusion. This is
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highly technical. Such unwarranted optimism must be avoided.
Wood Mackenzie gave a master plan.
Within two years, we found it unrealistic. We have set up a large numbers
of liquid fuel-based power plants. We
did not even consider how the fuel
would be transported there. We did
not take any lesson from our mistakes.
If we could achieve 90% success,
why we failed achieving the remaining 10%?
In the past, secretaries of two divisions used to coordinate. We are not
sure whether it is done now. Coordination at the highest level is not
enough. There must be coordination
at all levels. Otherwise, it would not
work. Mere meetings at the highest
levels are not enough. Coordination
at the base levels are also important.
Otherwise, no plan can be implemented. We do not need Wood
Mackenzie or Tokyo Gas type consulting companies to prepare Master
Plans for us all the time. Our own
technical resources have much better
ideas of our ground realities. They
can do it much better.
We have to plan for supplying power
and energy at an affordable cost. A
12-inch diameter gas pipeline was
constructed from Gazipur towards
Mymensingh. Due to growing demand, now we find 20 inches, 24
inches and 32 inches diameter
pipeline is required. A 30-inch
pipeline was first constructed from
Moheshkhali to Anowara. Before it
came into operation, the requirement
of 42 inches outer diameter pipeline
became essential. The cost of 30
inches pipeline could not be recovered yet. These were wastages. We set
up liquid fuel based power plants in
such a location where fuel cannot be
transported. Such a plant was set up
at Sirajganj. I am not sure how the
challenges were met. Petrobangla

constructed a gas transmission
pipeline from Bonpara at Sirajganj to
Khulna in 2012. But the anchor load
(power plants) pledged has not come
into operation yet. The pressurized
pipeline is lying idle. GTCL is still repaying the money borrowed from the
Asian Development Bank (ADB).
Engr. Khondkar Saleque Sufi, former
Director (Operation) of GTCL and
Contributing Editor at Energy &
Power, observed that the major impediment now is primary fuel supply.
A part of the installed generation capacity remains idle for lack of fuel
supply. He said the country has miserably failed in utilizing own primary
fuel.
He expressed deep concern about the
critical gas supply situation and observed that the LNG import decision
was appropriate in 2010 but bureaucracy didn’t let Petrobangla to develop that facility before 2018.
However, the RLNG supply in addition to the present 1,000 MMCFD
may not happen before 2025 through
a planned land based terminal at
Matarbari. He suggested setting up
some additional storage capacity
(Cryogenic Storage Tanks). These can
be used as contingency deficit management storages.
Bangladesh is a least explored delta.
He expressed concern about not carrying out reservoir study for updating
reserve. Bangladesh must start mining
its coal reserve as soon as possible.
Failure to do it may lead to a situation
that Bangladesh may not be able to
mine own coal ever. Relying exclusively on imported fuel may trigger
disaster in long-term energy security.
Bangladesh may have to encounter
supply chain disruption or absorb
price shock of volatile global energy
market.
Mining Engineer Dr. Mushfiqur Rahman observed that since 1980s

Bangladesh has tried various options
of primary fuel under integrated or
segregated master plans. But unfortunately, no option could yield quality
supply at affordable price. We could
not ensure primary energy supply
ability and affordability in any master
plan. We experimented in different
ways. But we failed to achieve any
sustainable success unfortunately despite three successive terms of the
same government.
How much power and energy we
actually need? How realistically we
have estimated these? We have not
given required attention so far. The
generation capacity has been increased manifold quite quickly.
Several fuel options have been experimented. The principal focus is
now on imported fuel. Time has
come to revisit those basic parameters.
Regarding coal, Dr. Mushfiqur Rahman felt that Bangladesh has already missed the train for mining
own coal. Even if we start tomorrow
it will take 7-8 years to reap any
harvest from own coal. Unfortunately, after wasting so much time,
Bangladesh realized that underground mining is inappropriate for
Bangladesh. Those who debate
must have also understood it now.
BPDB is made to pay US$130 per
tonne for use of Barapukuria coal.
Whereas imported coal costs about
US$75 now. We must go for open
cut mining. The arguments against
open pit mining are baseless.
There are no long-term coal purchase
agreements now, excepting for Payra
power plant. Only money cannot ensure coal import. We could realize
this later when we went for sourcing
coal. Risk elements must be included
in planning. We must always consider, “What happens if…”.
EP
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Rationale for an Integrated Power
and Energy Master Plan
Saleque Sufi

B

angladesh has achieved commendable development over 50
years since its independence. The
world community has also recognized
the success and the country is going to
graduate from the least developed country (LDC) status to developing one in
2026. The country started developing its
economy from the ruin of the liberation
war. It’s well recognized that availability
of comparatively cheaper gas and
power has contributed to achieve faster
economic growth.

Bangladesh adopted Power System
Master Plan (PSMP) which is updated every five years. The country
has also developed a separate Gas
System Master Plan. However, the
country’s power generation remained domestic gas dependent
till 2008. But the proven reserve of
discovered gas resources depleted
alarmingly over the years due to
failure in carrying out required exploration for new petroleum resources since 2000, reluctance in
exploiting discovered coal resources and exponential growth of
gas demand commensurate with
the economic growth. The government in its 2009-13 term had
righty adopted fuel diversification
plant making coal the preferred
fuel for power generation.
The JICA-prepared PSMP 2010
stressed upon exploitation of own
coal and prescribed for 29% contribution of own coal for generating
40,000 MW power by 2030. But
the failure in adopting a coal policy
that plan fell flat. The PSMP 2016

completely overhauled the fuel mix by
abandoning the idea of local coal. Instead, the fuel mix prescribed for 35%
contribution of coal (34% imported),
35% gas (own gas and imported LNG)
and the rest 30% comprised of power
import, nuclear power, fuel oil and renewables. In April 2021, Bangladesh
achieved 23,000 MW installed power
generation capacity, the entire country
has come under power supply coverage,
several mega power projects are on the
verge of completion. But sustainable
supply of quality power at affordable
cost still remains a far cry. Supply of pri-

mary fuel still remains a huge impediment. Experts were suggesting for formulation of an integrated Power and Energy
System Master Plan.
The absence of an integrated plan has
caused the energy sector falling far behind the power sector. The government
is relying increasingly on imported fuel.
Experts apprehended that by 2030
Bangladesh may become 95% dependent on imported fuel (LNG, coal, liquid
fuel) if the government cannot economically exploit own primary fuel gas from
onshore and offshore, and coal under
an integrated Power and Energy
Master Plan.
The power system still has to rely
for about 33% on liquid fuel (furnace oil and diesel). Most of these
plants could be replaced by now
had there been required development of gas resources and coal reserve under integrated power and
energy system master plan. Three
units of power plants at Barapukuria Coal Mine-mouth are the
glaring examples of lack of coordination between the power and energy divisions. The present
production of Barapukuria coal
mine can hardly support generation at one unit. The full capacity
of 1,320 MW Ultra Super Critical
Technology using Payra power
plant cannot be utilized for delays
in developing power evacuation
infrastructure. About 2,000 MW
gas-based power generation capacity also remains idle for lack of gas
supply. All these examples highlight the lack of integrated planning
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and poor coordination between two divisions of the Ministry of Power, Energy
and Mineral Resources.
Bangladesh Must Not be Mono-Fuel
Dependent
Be it coal and gas or LNG, Bangladesh
must not depend only on a single fuel.
All options coal (own and imported),
gas (own gas, imported LNG, imported
pipeline gas), imported power, nuclear,
renewables, liquid fuel (petroleum products and LPG) must be rationally
planned in the new integrated system
plan. Bangladesh must have realized by
now that the challenges of developing
imported fuel infrastructure. Reliance on
imported fuel has to deal with risks of
price impacts and supply disruptions.
The price shock of volatile LNG market
has already been experienced.
The gas production situation is getting
critical. Most of producing gas fields are
on the depletion trend. Production has
already depleted from 2,760 MMCFD to
2,450 MMCFD. Many gas wells of major
gas fields like Bibiyana, Jalalabad, Titas
and Habiganj are depleting fast. The

water drive nature gas well fall quite
abruptly at the last stage of their production. At this present rate, there may be
drastic depletion over the next two to
three years. The new plan must address
this. Massive exploration campaign for
new gas resource at onshore frontier and
offshore must be launched without delay.
The new plan must include plan and
strategy for exploiting own coal resources. Renewable energy generation
and energy efficiency are other aspects
must be included in the new plan.
Supplying quality power and energy to
all at affordable cost must be the main
objective of the new plan. For that, full
extent exploitation of own primary fuel
must get priority attention.
Adoption of Modern Technology
and HRD
Smart grid, smart metering, application of
artificial intelligence, smart sensing of
buried infrastructure, GIS monitoring of
power and energy assets, automation
(SCADA, Telemetry) must be articulated in
new plan. Suggestions and guidelines for
smart development of competent human

resources must also be underlined.
Integrated System Plans Should Involve
Local Knowledge
There exist many quality experienced
power and energy sector retired professionals in Bangladesh. Some professionals are working abroad with reputed
organizations. They have institutional
memories and know exactly what are
required to explore and exploit own fuel
resources and how all segments of energy and power chain can be appropriately and economically developed.
Hence during formulation and approval
of Integrated Power and Energy System
Master Plan, the local knowledge and
experience must be utilized.
We hope that an appropriate professionally-driven comprehensive master plan
would be developed with appropriate
key point indicators. The policymakers
should only monitor KPIs, leaving execution of plans exclusively on relevant
technical resources.
EP

Saleque Sufi;
Contributing Editor
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Inevitability of Urban Air Pollution,
or is There A Way Out?
Sheikh Serajul Hakim

U

rbanization is inevitable and so
is the need for energy. During
the past two decades, global
urban areas have grown exponentially.
Cities became major contributors to various pollutions that owe primarily to
their population density. Scientists have
identified a positive correlation between
population density and pollution. Although cities cover only 2% of earth's
surface, they are accountable for 75%
global resource consumption. Especially, the present 3.5 billion urban population, which is about 50% of total
global population with an unsustainable
consumption pattern, have contributed
to such pollution. Key pollution sources
identified are urban production, mobility and transport, infrastructure, population density and urban residential
activities. The UN predicts that by 2050,
6 billion people will reside in cities,
while developing economies, like those
in Asia and Africa are, and will keep experiencing rapid urbanization and population growth. Presently, about 40% of
their population are urban, and this
number should increase to 62% by
2050. Since this trend will intensify in
the imminent decades, urban pollution
will keep rising alongside.

There is also a positive correlation between accelerating urbanization and increasing GDP. The type and level of
pollution is often correlated with a
country’s stage of economic development. At low-income level, households
typically rely on solid biomass (as in
many African and Asian nations), which
exposes them to particulate matters
(PM) — often triggering premature death.
With industrialization and attainment of

higher income levels, use of fossil fuel
(especially in power generation and industry) grows. Sulfur dioxide emission
alongside other pollutants also increase
concurrently. Modern agricultural techniques that involves mechanization, intensification of farming and use of
chemical fertilizers and pesticides, also
result in higher levels of air pollution.
With further income rise, household air
pollution may reduce (due to users’
switch to cleaner energy sources), but
demand shoots up for more energy-hungry services like appliances, tools and
transports. This result in even higher
emission of sulfur/nitrogen oxides and
other pollutants. Together, global energy
consumption contributes to pollution,
greenhouse emission and environmental deterioration.
The imminent and inescapable population increase coupled with economic
growth and energy demand in developing nations thus have critical implications for the overall environment.
Almost all atmospheric emissions of sulfur/nitrogen oxides are energy-related,
of which 85% are PMs. Power generation (especially coal industry) and industrial sectors remain the primary sources
of sulfur oxides, while oil use in vehicles
and power generation remain the primary sources of nitrogen oxides. Consumption of biomass, kerosene and coal
in the building and industrial use remain
responsible for the bulk of the PM
reaching the atmosphere.
The most detrimental urban pollutions
emanate from human activities/mobility.
In urban areas, the anthropogenic pollution sources, such as factories, indus-

tries, transportation etc. are usually
worse due to higher occurrence of
human activities. Urban pollution is
equally affected by global threats such
as global warming, and local challenges
such as waste management and
light/noise pollution. The concept of
urban pollution refers to the presence or
introduction of harmful substances in
cities. There are many such pollutants,
and they may occur naturally (from
dust, wildfires and volcanoes) or from
human activity. They can either be visible or invisible, and could emit odor or
could be odorless. A few such types are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Natural water sources such as lakes,
rivers, groundwater and oceans often
get polluted by building/site runoff from
factories, farmlands, chemical spills,
raw sewage, industrial waste, and
garbage. Liquid pollutants usually originate from liquid waste that may often
contain human excreta, industrial waste
etc. Factories produce liquid waste from
manufacturing, cleaning and chemical
mixing. Sewage and human waste from
overflowing septic tanks and latrines are
typical sources for water pollution.
These are typical of less developed nations and especially in particular seasons (e.g. rainy season).
A high concentration of toxic contents
in soil pose a high risk for both human
health and the ecosystem. A large number of organic and inorganic chemicals
and waste from industries or derelict industrial sites, farms, construction sites,
automobiles and households contribute
to soil pollution.
Waste generation (especially municipal
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solid waste and pollution caused by it)
and its global increase is one of the key
concerns for city makers and manages
worldwide. Wastes can be of various
types, such as food waste, commercial
and industrial waste, construction and
demolition waste, agricultural waste,
hospital waste, and quarrying waste.
Disasters also contribute to waste generation. UNEP underscored a clear and
direct relationship between the generated solid waste quantity and people’s
income level. Especially in developing
nations, the necessary instruments and
skills to manage different types of waste
are scarce. Here uncontrolled waste disposal remain significant contributors to
other forms of pollution (water, air etc.).
Pollutants also come in solid form. Plastic bags and products are one of the most
commonly produced solid wastes. Industries, businesses and households produce
different solid wastes namely paper, plastic, metal, solid chemical, pieces of cloth
or food and animal remains.
Noise pollution engenders serious
health hazards too, which is often unknown to most. In addition to the immediate impact of noise pollution such as
from living beside noisy roads with
heavy traffic, there is also disruption of
peace, and increased annoyance,
headaches, insomnia, hearing loss, neurological disorder and disrupted standard of living in the area subject to
pollution.
Cities typically get polluted with signs,
advertisements and over-illuminated
billboards that cause eyesore and neurological stress of various sorts. Visual
pollution can also lower or degrade people’s quality of life, and property values.
Excess heat and/or trapped heat in
earth’s atmosphere have already dealt
damage to our ecosystem. When earth’s
natural thermal cycles are disrupted
over a prolonged period, there have
been ample evidences of forest fire,
melting of polar ice caps, sea level rise
and above all, global warming — affecting wind and ocean currents, and intensifying Urban Heat Island effect and
flooding in cities. Examples of these are
plenty in many of today’s cities.

Two children riding bicycle passing through denso smoke being emitted from a dumping yard in
Dhaka

Among all, air pollution perhaps poses
the greatest health risk for the urban
population. Urban air is composed of a
complex of chemicals and carcinogens,
which typically causes acute respiratory
diseases, neoplastic or non-neoplastic
(e.g. chronic bronchitis) chronic respiratory diseases, cancers and affect other
major organs. Transport sector, among
others, contributes the most to the deterioration of air quality in cities.
Concentration of people, economic activities and energy demand in cities also
made people consider poor air quality
as an inevitable urban problem. Researchers found that air pollution poses
the fourth greatest overall risk to human
health (after high blood pressure, dietary
risks and smoking). Globally, 6.5 million
premature deaths occur from air pollution yearly. Among major pollutants,
fine PM has been identified as the most
damaging to human health, while sulfur/nitrogen oxides, and ozone are associated with a range of other diseases. Air
pollution poses grave risks to environment, economy and food security too.
Pollutants originating from human activity come mainly from energy production
and use (combustion of fossil fuels and
biomass).
Air pollution can, however, be defined
in terms of natural causes (natural fumes,
decomposition, and volcanic ash) or anthropogenic causes (resultant of human
activities such as industrial emissions). It

is a particular condition of air that endangers health, safety and/or wellbeing,
interferes with people’s everyday lives,
and/or causes damage to people/plant
lives or properties. Air pollution is an effect caused by concentrations of solids,
liquids or gases in the air that negatively
affect people and their environments.
Various air pollutants could remain suspended in the atmosphere from minutes
to years. It can range between local, national, regional or global, and can take
place at both indoors and outdoors. According to WHO, burning biomass fuel
in indoors (e.g. for cooking in slums) is
five times more dangerous than outdoor
air pollution. Women and young children, who typically spend a lot of time
home, become particularly vulnerable
to the adverse effects of indoor air pollution. Suspended dust in indoors without air change is also detrimental to
respiratory health.
Given the rapid rate of urbanization,
population density and shift to industrial
mode of production in Bangladesh, it is
no surprise that a good number of its
cities will have the poorest air quality in
the world. A recent World Air Quality
Report says that Bangladesh has the
most polluted air in the world. More
than 70% urban roadside environments
here are severely polluted and the rest
are highly polluted. Among these,
Dhaka is the worst, ranking among 2nd
to 6th in global air quality index, with a
gradually deteriorating situation. In fact,
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as early as in 1980 Dhaka, lead was
found in human bodies — coming from
ambient air mainly. A 2012 report titled
Air Pollution Reduction Strategy for
Bangladesh by GoB’s DoE identifies
Motor Vehicles, Brick Kilns, Industries,
Biomass Burning, Construction and Vehicular Activities, and Power Sectors
being
the
key
air
polluting
sectors/sources in Bangladesh.
Based on data gathered from 11 air quality
monitoring stations in eight urban areas in
Bangladesh, concentration of 2.5 microgram
PM from 2013 to 2015 was found. These
were already five times more than the
Bangladesh standard and eight times more
than the WHO standard. The health effects
of air pollution in Bangladesh have been documented in a few other studies too. A recent
DoE study found that among the schoolchildren in Dhaka, respiratory diseases have increased due to elevated PM level in ambient
air. DoE believes that the actual impact of fine
particles on premature mortality could be
even higher.
Large social costs are also associated
with air pollution in Bangladesh. In alternative words, large social benefits can be
yielded if air pollution is mitigated. According a World Bank report, Bangladesh
continued to lose $6.5 billion/year until
2015, which is about 3.4% of the entire
GDP. This was due to urban pollution
and overall environmental degradation.
Of the total economic loss, the ambient
air pollution costed about $2.42 billion
while household air pollution costed
$1.27 billion. Bangladesh saw about
234,000 deaths, including 80,000 in
urban areas, due to environmental pollution and related health risks in 2015,
making it one of the worst affected nations in the world. This was nearly 28%
of all deaths that year, compared to a
16% global average.
Cities consume 75% of the world’s energy and are responsible for 80% of
global GHG emission. But rather interestingly, these cities, which are also
sources of most pollutions of our present
world, offer opportunities to resolve
them as well. On this note, the growing
concentration of population in cities
also means that this high density enables efficiency in terms of economies

A brick kiln outskirt of Dhaka being emitted. Photo taken from

of scale in all sectors including service
provisioning.
Ecosystems are also a proven performer
in the fight against pollution. Natural
ecosystems often hug cities are found in
various forms (naturally or artificially) in
most cities. They certainly have the capacity to reduce pollutants in the air,
water and soil. Caring for ecosystems
(by creating or regenerating) can help
neutralize pollutants. Some examples of
these environmental measures for cities
and in their hinterlands maybe the creation/conservation of wetlands/urban
forestry/vegetation belts in and around
cities, creation of green walls, roofs and
soak-able/permeable surfaces instead of
solid pavements, or adoption of productive landscapes. The right policy environment and institutional arrangement
toward sustainable and green growth is
also necessary for this.
In order to minimize air pollution, DoE
previously proposed some interesting
sectorial strategies. For transportation,
noteworthy strategies were: improved
public transport and introduction of nonmotorized transport options, sustainable
fuel switch and setting strict emission
standards for vehicles. For industries,
DoE aimed for comprehensive land use
plan to determine locations of new industrial sites, clustering high-polluting industries, set technology standards, use
alternate/green construction material. For
the construction sector, it stressed for better construction practices and transportation, regular road maintenance,

landscaping and gardening. As part of
soft approaches, it highlighted the need
for regulatory and fiscal reform, awareness and motivation, research and development, cooperation and coordination,
capacity building and knowledge retention, institutional set up and governance.
In addition to the above, a few more can
be suggested from an environmental perspective and having a ‘green’ approach.
For transportation, a city-wide ‘green’
pedestrian/bicycling network needs to be
created by greening/replacing the hard
surfaces. All sorts of building greening
should be made mandatory through adequately articulated policies, and some
form of ‘compensative greening’ may be
enforced for violators. For implementation,
NGOs and private sector can be considered. For urban industries, adaptation to
clean/net-zero/renewable technologies
could be made mandatory. For the building/construction sector, research and development of green (non-cement based)
building materials should be funded or
subsidized. Green building codes should
be mainstreamed and present FAR rules
need to be further carried out with necessary modifications/elaborations.
Indeed urbanization, energy needs and
pollutions are inevitable. But there is
certainly a ‘green’ way out this. Such an
approach is sustainable too!
EP

Sheikh Serajul Hakim, PhD
Professor
Architecture Discipline,
Khulna University
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Experts for Quick Political Decision on Coal Mining
EP Report

Energy experts have underscored the
need for taking a political decision as
soon as possible on extraction and utilization of domestic coal to get electricity at an affordable price. In a recent
webinar, they argued that there is no alternative to set a right kind of fuel mix
and diversified sources of energy to get
an affordable and sustainable power
system. In this case, the huge reserve of
high-quality domestic coal should not
be ignored. The country cannot afford
to leave unexplored such a huge asset
worth US$ 300 billion.
Energy & Power magazine in collaboration with M2K Technology and Trading
organized the discussion on “Future of
Coal Power in Bangladesh” on April 11
as part of its series titled “EP Talks”. EP
Editor Mollah Amzad Hossain moderated the webinar.
Mr. Abul Kalam Azad, former Principal
Secretary and special envoy to Climate
Vulnerable Presidency, was present as
the chief guest and Dr. Ahsan H Mansur,
Executive Director, Policy Research Institute (PRI) of Bangladesh was present as
the special guest of the virtual program.
Eng. Belayet Hossain, Chairman of
BPDB, Nurul Alam, Additional Secretary of Power Division and others participated in the discussion. International
energy expert Engr. Khondkar Abdus
Saleque presented the keynote paper.
Abul Kalam Azad, former Principal Secretary and former Power Secretary, said
the question is whether we need coalbased power generation and if we do,
whether we should use local coal and
what should be the share in the power
generation mix. And what are the challenges involved with the coal-based
power? Whether local coal to be extracted or not. The logic against coal
uses is it causes carbon emission. How
much contribution do we have to carbon emission? Out of total global emis-
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sion, our contribution is only 1/1000;
0.33%. If we set up 5-7 more coalbased power plants, the contribution to
global carbon emission will be very

negligible; the emission reduction effort
will also have negligible impacts.
Where China, the USA, India, Japan,
and Brazil are making a huge amount of
carbon emission, then Bangladesh’s
contribution does not make any impact
on the global carbon emission level.
It would not be wise to be dependent on
a single fuel for power generation. We

Abul Kalam Azad

have to make the right mix of fuel.
Power has to be made available at affordable costs and there needs to be
competitiveness. If underground mining of coal costs US$160 per tonne and
if import cost is lower, then why we
will go for mining. But if we go for
open-cut mining, the costs will be
much lower and there is the opportunity for open-cut mining here. The responsibility of technical persons and
bureaucrats is to place logical information before political leaders in a simple
way for their understanding. So far, we
have failed to convince the political
leaders. So, we must speak in the language that is fit to make the political
leaders understand. I request the ex-

perts, let’s work in that line.
Now the question is whether we need
local coal or not. What is stated here,
will we leave our coal resource of 300
billion dollars’ worth, equivalent to the
national budget beneath the ground?
Then comes the question of extraction.
We need to make the right balance of
fuel mix and if we do that and bring the
share of coal-based power even down
from 35% to 25%, still we need to extract our local coal. Because here the
question comes how much coal will be
required to feed 25% of coal-based
power and whether we can transport
this huge amount of coal. It is often discussed about carbon neutral situation.
That means, the amount of carbon is
being released is absorbed by the natural environment. There are technologies
to achieve this. We would also be carbon neutral and at the same time will
make the right fuel mix.
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We are talking about 100 special
economic zones. If we cannot
ensure energy and water at an affordable and competitive price,
we would not be able to attract
investment.
Power generation has been increased
significantly,
from
5,000MW to 20,000MW since
2009. We need to generate
40,000 to 60,000MW in the future. And it cannot be achieved
without coal. The USA plans to
be carbon neutral by 2035; does
it mean they will move completely away from coal? Not that
at all. Therefore, we must go for
the right fuel mix eyeing on coal.

Ahsan H Mansur

Abul Kasem Khan

Dr. Ahsan Mansur, Executive Director at Policy Research Institute,
Belayet Hossain
Firoz Alam
observed that the gas or coal reserve does not dictate the techlages out of 65/70 thousand villages in
nology of the world; rather technology
Bangladesh, then this has to be forgotten
dictates energy uses. The fact is, we just
forever. This is a choice and should put
need to provide energy security to peoforward to our politicians who are menple at an affordable cost and also to ditally not ready to make the decision.
versify our sources of energy. There will
The second thing I would say, we must
be coal, gas, solar, renewables, import,
go for coal and have to rush it. We lost
and all of that must be part of our basa lot of time. From 2010 to now, we
ket. We must maximize what we have
have only one completely operational
in-ground realities; and have to realize
coal-based power plant. We should do
what is cost-effective today and for the
a few more. This is urgent because the
next 10 years. So, we need to use the
global atmosphere is changing. There
cheapest source of primary energy in
will be no financing in the future, and
Bangladesh. It is unfortunate rather I
we must decide before that kind of situmust say if we truly have 7.5 billion
ation arises. Finally, I would say, this is
tonnes of coal in our soil that is equivaa political and economic issue and If we
lent to US$ 525 billion of asset and 50%
do not extract now, will lose it forever.
of our whole GDP. But we are not using
it, that is a huge loss of wealth. If we do Engr. Khondkar Abdus Saleque in his
not use it now, we can forget about it al- Keynote presentation mentioned that
together. But can we afford US$ 300 bil- the government tried to formulate a pollion of assets not being exploited in icy on coal after 2008 but not finalized
Bangladesh? That is the question we yet. At that time, we had two studies:
need to put forward. However, I ac- one with the Phulbari coalfield, a wonknowledge, if it is technologically or derful study done in line with the coneconomically not cost-effective then the tract to develop Phulbari coal resource.
issue is different. But If it is cost-effective But the government has neither acand if we kick those out, we should cepted nor cancelled the study. There
keep in mind, there will be a lot of em- are also studies with the Dighipara coalployment, industrial development field, but no decision is taken yet. After
around that place, which have other many debates and discussions with
secondary benefits that come with that coal, the government formed a technikind of massive investment. We need to cal committee ‘Mosharraf committee’ to
think carefully and seriously about it. If formulate a clear policy on this. One of
we are to sacrifice this huge resource the members of the committee, Mollah
just for the sake of dislocation of few vil- Amzad, is present here in this discus-

Sultan Ahmed

Nurul Alam

Mushfiqur Rahman

Khondkar Abdus Saleque

sion. The committee suggested developing a small open-cut mine in Barapukuria and review the existing studies.
Those are also not done yet.
The PSMP (2010) states, 50% of power
will come from coal by 2030, and out
of that 29% will be based on domestic
coal. But the whole scenario has completely been changed in PSMP 2016.
The contribution of coal in the fuel mix
for power generation has been brought
down to 35%, where domestic coal will
only provide 1% and the rest from imported coal. This is how domestic coal
is being ignored. The PSMP also states
that 60,000 MW of power will need to
be generated by 2041, where
20,000MW will be based on coal. To
support coal power generation, annually 55 to 60 million tonnes of coal will
need to be imported. The present contribution of coal-based power is only
8% of the installed power generation
capacity of the country.
We have about 7,600 million tonnes of
coal in 5 discovered coal fields.
10,000MW to 20,000MW of power can
be generated for the next 30 years if we
can extract 50% of the resource. There
are no such technical challenges involved with the extraction of our coal
resources. But for some unknown reasons, the government is making delay in
taking political decision. If we become
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dependent on imported fuel, supply
could be hampered due to regional
geopolitics. I do not understand why we
could not use one of our discovered
coal reserves, which is well assessed,
within 150m to 300m depth, and has
also good quality coking coal.
There has been debate over coal in
Bangladesh. Ultra-supercritical power
plant technology has little impact on the
environment. Our future generation will
not forgive us for ignoring coal. They
may have branded us as ‘Coal Razakar’.
Therefore, coal extraction must be
started now.
Eng. Belayet Hossain, Chairman of
BPDB, said the world coal reserve is
around 1,054 billion tonnes. At the
present rate of use, the reserve can last
for the next 200 years. This amount is
four times the gas reserve of the world.
Therefore, the role of coal in support of
our power sector needs to be assessed.
The cost of power generation using the
own 2,700 MMCFD gas blended with
imported 1,000 MMCFD LNG is around
Tk 1, and the cost would be Tk.5 using
imported LNG in the future. Adding the
capacity cost of Tk.2 in the gas-based
power plant, the generation cost would
be around Tk.7. Against this, the current
generation cost of coal-based power is
Tk. 2.6 and per unit capacity payment
is around Tk.4. In the oil-based power
plant, the unit generation cost is Tk.12,
and capacity payment is Tk.2. So, com-

paring generation costs with different
fuel sources, the cost of coal-based
power generation is now cheaper for
Bangladesh. We used to generate 90%
of power from gas, which is now
brought down to 50%. In the future, the
plan is to bring it down to 35% where
the share of coal will also be 35%. As
gas, coal, oil, or electricity are all needing to be imported, we should look for
a cheaper fuel source and coal should
be that fuel. As we started with gas, coal
would be the best option along with
gas. I would give preference to that. But
worldwide almost all the investors
whom we are dependent, are not interested in coal. It is a big challenge. Ultrasupercritical power station technology
is now a preferred option worldwide.
But renowned manufacturing companies have moved away, and we are to
rely on Chinese and Indian technology.
So, it is an issue of consideration how
long those will be sustained, and the answer will not get without uses.
As the world is gradually moving away
from coal, the price will not be increased, even in the future. So,
Bangladesh can take this opportunity.
We must keep coal in our uses.
Abul Kashem Khan, Chairperson at
Business Initiative Leading Development (BUILD), said he believed in the
potential of coal. It is a national asset,
and we must create the opportunity to
use it for future generations. I strongly

believe that a large part of our energy
security depends on domestic coal — do
not know how realistic it is, but as a
Bangladeshi I believe in that. The foundation of the opportunity that has been
created under the leadership of the
Prime Minister to become a developed
nation by 2041 lies in energy.
Bangladesh is very strategically located
— between two economic giants, China
and India, that leads our rapid economic growth. A new window of opportunity is being created for the economy
of Bangladesh. However, energy is the
precondition for realizing those potentials. I am not a technical person, but
my understanding is that we have
enough primary energy resources to
support power generation for the next
50 to 70 years. But the resources need
to be utilized within a certain time limit,
otherwise, we would not be able to use
them. Therefore, the question needs to
be asked whether we would lose this
opportunity for our future generation.
Coal is still being used in developed
countries. Now industrialized nations
are talking about emissions, but they
have a significant contribution to increasing global emissions for their development for the last 200/300 years.
They have made their first, second, and
third industrial revolution based on
coal. Why suddenly they want to move
away from coal? Because they can afford other alternatives. I am sure they
would not go for alternatives if they
could not afford it. But we are still a developing nation and need affordable energy. As a businessman, my suggestion,
in that case, is to use domestic coal. If
you go for open-cut mining how many
people will be affected? You cannot deprive 17 crores of people, for the sake
of some people. Relocate 100,000 to
200,000 affected people elsewhere but
do not let 16-17 crore people of
Bangladesh miss this huge opportunity.
Dr. Sultan Ahmed, former Power Secretary, sad the SDG7 states to provide
electricity at an affordable cost. The
country is going to achieve a higher status by 2030 and to do that electricity
has to be affordable. There are some environmental concerns with coal-based
power. I think the price of coal will re-
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perts, but they could not give proper
suggestions to the government.

main low in the next 50/60 years. Using
this opportunity, we should set our strategy to provide electricity at maximum
affordable costs using imported and
own coal. The government can also invest in this sector if foreign investors do
not come forward. Our rate of carbon
emission will still remain below the
level in South Asia.

Nurul Alam, Additional Secretary of
Power Division, said that If we consider
coal, there may have a financing problem. We even could not secure funds for
power evacuation from the coal-based
power plant. There is pressure from the
development partners to move away
from coal.

Dr. Firoz Alam, RMIT of Australia, said
coal is still a dominating primary energy
source of the world. Last year, 37% of
power has been generated from coal.
Developed and developing countries
still produce a large share of their electricity from coal. Coal and gas will be
the major source of fuel for power generation for the next 50 to 60 years.
Therefore, coal has to be given due importance in the power system master
plan of Bangladesh.
Dr. Mushfiqur Rahman said that we
could not maintain continuity in coal
sector development. We always do
things on an ad-hoc basis. There need
to be preparation and continuity in the
development of the coal mine industry.
Our experience in Barapukuria is not
good. These projects are not taken with
due consideration, and that makes the
whole sector suffer. Import-dependent

Exploration in Phulbari Coal field
fuel would never provide affordable energy security, rather gives the opposite
Prof Dr. Kamrul Alam of Queensland
University said the coal or non-coal debate should come to an end immediately. Competitiveness, one thing we
will not get back once lost. Long-term
planning needs to be taken for coal use.
It seems Bangladesh does not lack ex-

Welcoming the guests, Mollah Amzad
Hossain said coal and coal power have
been in discussion for the last two
decades. Coal extraction and power
generation based on imported coal have
now become an issue of political debate
ignoring its technical and economic
considerations. Changes have also been
made in the coal-based power generation master plan in the last 10 years. Undoubtedly coal is still a major source of
getting affordable power. Moreover, experts opined that mine-mouth power
generation using domestic coal is about
30% cheaper than that of imported
coal. It is high time to make a decision.
The country has reached this far under
the leadership of our politicians and it is
only the politicians who are to take the
decision. We have a keynote presentation on this issue.
EP

Night view of Payra Coal-fired Power Plant
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Bangladesh Draws US Investors’
Increased Attention
EP Report

B

angladesh, a South-Asian country,
has drawn increased attention
from the US companies at a time
when American companies were rethinking their international partnerships
in the emerging markets thanks to
Bangladesh’s emergence as a new
global development model with the latter’s noticeable growth speed.

sion on ‘Mapping the Next 50 Years of
Bangladesh’s Growth’ in the online
launching event of the business council,
Excelerate Energy President and CEO,
and U.S.-Bangladesh Business Council
Board Member Steven Kobos, among
other US businesses, shared his experience about making investment in
Bangladesh.

The optimism about Bangladesh, on the
transmission to graduating from LDC,
was expressed by the US government
officials and businesses while addressing the launching event of the U.S.Bangladesh Business Council on April
6, 2021.

Replying to a question of Nisha Biswal
on the importance of US-Bangladesh
strategic relationship in the energy sector
since Excelerate Energy has invested in
Bangladesh to implement a floating LNG
terminal, Steven Kobos said that making
foreign direct investment in Bangladesh
was very much exciting for him.

The US, being the largest source of foreign direct investments for Bangladesh,
has made commendable contributions
in the country’s development in different
key areas, including the energy sector.
American
LNG
Company Excelerate Energy, for instance,
is
operating
Moheshkhali Floating
LNG (MLNG) in
Bangladesh, the
world’s first fully
integrated turnkey
floating LNG terminal, thus helping the country to
ensure secure and
reliable energy.
In a panel discus-

‘To me, it’s important that the US and
Bangladesh governments share a vision
of an inclusive, secure and prosperous
future,’ said Excelerate Energy President
and CEO.

Steven said, ‘A strong Bangladesh-US
strategic relationship lays the ground for
US companies, like Excelerate Energy, to
do business in a country that clearly respects rule of law, open to private investments and provides regulatory certainty.’
He said that all the facilities offered by
Bangladesh fuelled Excelerate Energy’s
interest in making further investments in
the country.
‘My message to the US energy companies that we are almost on your part to
engage with local counterparties, government entities and communities
whether you are looking to participate
in offshore exploration, import infrastructure or connecting customers to reliable electricity,’ said the board
member of the business council.
He also said that Excelerate was proud
of its leading role in bringing security,
resilience and flexibility to Bangladesh’s
energy
system
through Excelerate
operated two LNG
floating terminals.
Mentioning that Excelerate is ready to
continue its partnership
with
Bangladesh
in
reaching the country’s energy goals,
Steven said, ‘Together we can reduce
carbon
intensive
fuel
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sources like coal with cleaner energy,
we can increase energy access by fixing
last mile connectivity and we can support economic growth by provide reliable power to industries.’
He said that the strength of the USBangladesh strategic relationship allowed Excelerate Energy to invest in
Bangladesh with confidence.
Pointing out the reason behind Excelerate’s enthusiasm to make investment in
Bangladesh, the chief executive officer
said that it was the human element of
Bangladesh that attracted him the most
as the people of Bangladesh were incredibly talented.

In Bangladesh, Excelerate Energy is operating Moheshkhali Floating LNG
(MLNG), the world’s first fully integrated
turnkey floating LNG terminal whereby
all services are provided under a single
contract by a single provider — Excelerate.
MLNG is an integral component to ensuring the vitality of Bangladesh’s energy future.
The project utilizes state-of-the-art technology to provide the critical infrastructure required for the country to access
natural gas from global markets.

Steven thanked officials of both the governments for keeping the USBangladesh
bilateral
relationship
moving forward as it was incredibly important for all.

With up to 500 million standard cubic
feet of gas per day (MMscf/d) of regasification capacity, Moheshkhali Floating
LNG provides much-needed clean energy to promote power reliability, industrial development and job creation in a
sustainable manner.

‘I cannot be more bullish for other council members to make investments in
Bangladesh and to hire Bangladeshi talents,’ said the Excelerate President on an
optimistic note.

In the U.S-Bangladesh Business Council
inaugural event, Honourable Prime
Minister of People’s Republic of
Bangladesh Sheikh Hasina expressed
her optimism about enhanced bilateral

Steven Kobos

sion Myron Brilliant, Chevron Vice President (Business Development) and U.S.Bangladesh Business Council Inaugural
Chair Jay R. Pryor also expressed their
optimism about the prospect of bilateral
relationship between the US and
Bangladesh due to the formation of the
council.
Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina, while addressing the event, highlighted the investment opportunities available in
Bangladesh for the American investors
and mentioned the launch of the U.S.Bangladesh Business Council as a testament to the growing interest of the US
businesses to invest and do business in
Bangladesh.
She expected that the launch of the
council would help expand economic
partnership between the two countries
and vowed that her government would
continue to support the activities of the
U.S-Bangladesh Business Council in the
coming days.

Excelerate Energy is the pioneer and
market leader in innovative floating
LNG solutions, providing integrated
services along the entire LNG value
chain with an objective of delivering
rapid-to-market and reliable LNG solutions to customers.
Excelerate offers a full range of floating regasification (FSRU) services from FSRU to
infrastructure development to LNG supply.

trade and investments between the two
countries following the launch of the
council.

Mentioning the country’s improvement
in infrastructure development to facilitate FDI, she informed that the country
has allocated one out of its 100 economic zones for the US companies to
facilitate manufacturing.

The U.S.-Bangladesh Business Council
President and U.S. Chamber of Commerce Senior Vice President (South
Asia) Nisha Biswal conducted the inaugural ceremony where U.S. Chamber of
Commerce Executive Vice President
and Head of International Affairs Divi-

The PM also thanked her ICT Advisor
Sajeeb Wazed for his support in the
planning and implementation of the
country’s vision of a modern
Bangladesh capable of using technology
to improve transparency in governance
and smart economic development.
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Bangladesh export ICT products worth
above $1 billion to more than 64 countries with the U.S. being the top export
destination, Hasina informed on an optimistic note, adding that the country’s
ICT products export would increase five
folds to $5 billion by the year 2025 as
per the estimation of the US-AIDS comprehensive private sector assessment,
2019.
Development of twenty Hi-Tech Parks
within the country for the ICT industries
with local and foreign investors was underway, she said, adding, ‘We are offering one Hi-Tech Park for ICT
investments by US companies.’
Stressing Bangladesh’s need for FDI,
the prime minister said that the country’s need for foreign aid has reduced
substantially against increased demands for FDI to create employment
for millions of youths and sustainable
economic growth.
The country’s rapidly growing domestic
market and growing connectivity with
a vast regional market of four billion
people makes Bangladesh a promising
destination for US business and investments, Hasina said.
She said, ‘After the country’s graduation from LDC, Bangladesh is now
marching towards becoming a high-income and developed country by 2041.’
Admitting
America’s
role
in
Bangladesh’s journey towards democracy and development, she said that
the US has remained as Bangladesh’s
largest source of foreign direct investments and an important source of technology and training.
Sheikh Hasina also stressed on the importance of policy support for further
expansion of bilateral trade and investments.
In the inaugural session of the event,
U.S. Chamber of Commerce Executive
Vice President and Head of International Affairs Division Myron Brilliant,
in his opening remark, mentioned US
businesses’
enthusiasm
about
Bangladesh saying, ‘The council is the
U.S. Chamber’s 20th bilateral council
and a testament to our confidence in

the opportunities that Bangladesh offers
to the US businesses.’
‘Bangladesh has strategically positioned itself to compete in a fast changing global environment with a
development model ‘‘Run Faster-Run
Faster’’,’ Myron opined, adding, ‘At the
same time, American companies are
also rethinking their international partnerships in priority markets and
Bangladesh is getting more attention
from the American companies.’
The US companies are focusing on
poverty reduction, education, health
and women empowerment, said
Myron.
He lauded Bangladesh saying that the
country has become a global growth
model and showed resilience during
the COVID-9 pandemic.
Outlining the objective of the newly
launched Council, Myron said that the
council has already begun advocacy
and engagement activities in areas like
energy, healthcare, nutrition, data governance and agriculture.
‘We are advocating at the highest level
for market reform, trade facilitation and
regulatory changes to improve ease of
doing business in Bangladesh,’ he mentioned, adding that these efforts are critical to attract diversified American
businesses in Bangladesh and to support Bangladesh’s global and regional
competitiveness.
Pointing out significance of the U.S.Bangladesh Business Council launch,
Nisha Biswal, the president of the
council and the Senior Vice President
(South Asia) of U.S. Chamber of Commerce, said that Bangladesh became a
valuable partner due to its strategic location, significant contribution to
global and regional security and active
engagement in combating global climate change, among others.
The council president mentioned that
the US has remained as the largest investor for Bangladesh, largest importer
of Bangladeshi products and the country has become a significant export
market for the US.

Nisha hailed Bangladesh especially for
achieving high economic growth,
poverty reduction, improved productivity, and increased resilience to disaster and diseases.
‘Indeed, it’s the bullish confidence on
Bangladesh’s future that propelled us to
launch the U.S.-Bangladesh Business
Council,’ she said.
In the event, U.S. Department of State
Senior Official for Economic Growth,
Energy and the Environment Ambassador Marcia Bernicat, ICT Advisor to the
Honorable
Prime
Minister
of
Bangladesh Sajeeb Wazed and
Bangladesh’s Commerce Minister Tipu
Munshi also spoke, among others.
Marcia Bernicat, while addressing in a
session on ‘Strategic and Commercial
Outlook of the U.S.-Bangladesh Relationship’ said, ‘Bangladesh’s impressive
economic sector provides a solid platform to expand and deepen our bilateral relationship.’
‘In September last year, our two countries held a high-level consultation on
economic partnership on several key
areas including energy, infrastructure,
agriculture, environment, transportation and information technologies,’
Marcia said.
‘The high-level consultation was designed to develop the true source of
economic growth in both of our countries - our private sector,’ she said.
Principal Secretary to Bangladesh’s
Prime Minister Dr. Ahmad Kaikaus,
Bangladesh Ambassador to the U.S. M.
Shahidul Islam and U.S. Ambassador to
Bangladesh Earl R. Miller, VISA Senior
Vice President (Global Government Engagement) and Board Member of the
U.S.-Bangladesh Business Council Ambassador Demetrios Marantis, MetLife
Senior Vice President (Strategic Growth
Markets - Asia) and U.S.-Bangladesh
Business Council Board Member Elena
Butarova, and bKash Founder and CEO
Kamal Quadir also attended the event.
Chevron, Excelerate Energy, MetLife
and VISA were the platinum partners of
the inaugural ceremony.
EP
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Will Oil Price Soar in this Swing Scenario?
Serajul Islam Quadir

A

mid the sharp rise of the pandemic, the energy sector like
other components of the economy has once again been hit and the
forecast for the economic output is in a
swing scenario.
But a major phenomenon of the situation
this time has got a different shape. The
people around the world along with policy makers in different countries is unlike the fear experienced either in late
2019 and afterwards in 2020.
People are now a bit accustomed with
the situation and have tended to continue their economic life and do not prefer to shut down shops and markets. This
attitude though has created a deeper fear
and crisis in regards to human life.
Against this perspective, the hike of oil
prices has reinforced predictions that it
may go up further when the Covid-19
pandemic will completely subside and
the oil prices will definitely approach
even above $100 per barrel - a level not
reached since 2014. If this happens, oil
would be only one of the many commodities that would benefit from unprecedented demand on the back of
expansionary fiscal policies adopted by
governments around the world.
The move will be driven by fast-growing
demand. The rapid industrialization and
economic development will boost oil demand, pushing oil prices beyond their
long-run equilibrium until new and adequate production capacity is built to meet
the increased needs of the market.
Governments across the world will desperately put all their efforts to maintain
economic progress. We for example look
at ourselves and will experience the same
attitude of this pro -people government of
Bangladesh under the leadership of Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina.
Until the end of almost February this year
the trend of infection and death toll were
almost under control, but due to negligence of the health guideline and lack of
supervision of the concerned agencies,
the situation took a U turn and now we
are facing an unprecedented situation.
But the government is very cautious and

is taking steps carefully so that the economy is not hampered.
Such attitudes in governments of different
countries will not reduce the demand of
oil. The post-pandemic economic recovery, highly accommodative fiscal policies,
and more aggressive environmental policies around the world will contain the
economic fallout of the pandemic.
US President Joe Biden's $1.9 trillion rescue package targets primarily middle and
lower-income households that have a
higher propensity to consume. It could,
in turn, boost consumption.
The green transition is gathering momentum around the world. The Green New
Deal touted by Biden during his electoral
campaign envisions investing $1.7 trillion in projects aimed at greening the US
economy. An additional $3 trillion will
come from the private sector. At least in
the short term, though, this fight against
climate change will boost demand for
the commodities needed to build renewable energy infrastructure, batteries, and
electric vehicles. Not only does the
United States need to renew its aging infrastructure, but it needs to do it in a way
that takes into account, for example, an
ever increasing number of electric vehicles. Other countries are no different.
It will take time for commodity producers
to catch up with rising demand, pushing
oil prices higher. Most oil projects, including those taking advantage of unconventional sources such as Canada's oil sands,
take three to six years after a firm's investment decision before they are up and running. Only shale oil projects in the United
States can take less than one year to develop, but the life of such wells is rather
limited. The industry has suffered from
years of under investment that was further
compounded by Covid-19. Last year,
around 30 percent of planned investment
projects worldwide were cancelled or
radically scaled back.
All this seems to point, again, to the
dawn with higher and higher prices in
the years to come.
The ability of the green transition to disrupt
economies even as they boost demand and
investment in the short term, there are a number of factors that undermine the case.

The demand implications of Biden's fiscal plan, given that is more a relief package than a stimulus plan.
Its goal is to shore up the livelihoods of
those hurt by the shutdowns and to fill
the output gap generated by the pandemic, as well as to provide resources to
deal with the pandemic itself. From an
oil perspective, this means that these
measures should, at most, bring demand
back to roughly its pre-crisis levels.
Rising public debt due to anti-pandemic
fiscal measures might reduce the scope
for governments to adopt ambitious green
development projects. The more the
Biden administration spends now, the
higher the financial and political constraints to spend for green investments in
the future. European national governments might face similar constraints.
The emergence of virus variants and diverging vaccination paths around the
world might create a decoupling between different regions. In particular, oilthirsty emerging economies are behind
in terms of their vaccination campaigns
- not just in terms of administered vaccines but also of procured doses -and this
might weigh on demand going forward
if it takes long for them to normalize economic activity and social life.
Predictions also overlook the structural impact
of the pandemic on oil demand. Although
tourist activity is likely to rebound and return
to pre-crisis levels over the next few years, flexible working arrangements might drastically
reduce commuting mileage for millions of
workers. And Covid-19 might lead to a permanent and significant decline in business
trips in favor of video conferences as well as
to the restoration of some industrial activities
in order to reduce vulnerability to shocks in
global supply chains. This is oil demand that
will be permanently lost.
The rally of recent weeks, fuelled by
market enthusiasm for the vaccines and
compounded by market speculation,
might just be a spike.
EP
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Universal Health Coverage
Climate vulnerability, Covid and implementation of SDG

Series 12

U

niversal health coverage is defined to receive quality essential
health service without being exposed to financial hardship. It covers reproduction and new born health, child
immunization, infectious diseases, tuberculosis and non-health sector issues
like water and sanitation. These seven
essentials constitute universal health
coverage. In 2013, globally 32% of total
health expenditure came out of pocket.
Better health including anti-tobacco,
prevent illness such as vaccine, get
treatment, rehabilitation including palliative care as essential part of universal
health coverage. So, in universal health
coverage quality and cost matters. Now
a days looking into the holistic approach of health coverage, universal
health coverage (UHC) is introduced
and first global monitoring report on
UHC was published in 2013 by world
health organization and World Bank.
According to that report 400 million
people don’t have access to one or more
essential health services and 6% of lowand middle-income countries are tipped
into or pushed to extreme poverty because of health expenditure. The
challenges are sovereign reliable
data, measuring effective coverage, monitoring quality attendance of health officials for the
patient. The last item, attendance of health official doctor,
nurse, midwives and paramedics
in some of the countries reduced
substantially during covid. Universal health coverage shows
very low progress; in 2000 it was
in a standard of 45 out of 100
which increased to 66 in 2017.

During this period, poor countries unexpectedly did well but the performance of middle-income countries is not
good. If current trend continuous, 39%63% of global population will be covered by universal health coverage by
2030. So, it needs to double its progress
to achieve the SDG. In 2015, 930 million people spent more than 10% of
their household spending for health and
210 million spend more than 25%. So,
inadequate basic infrastructure, human
resource gap, poor quality service, low
trust in health service providers are the
barriers for implementing the universal
health coverage very quickly.
Out of pocket expenditure in
Bangladesh was 63% in 2012, increased to 67% in 2015 and this pushed
4 to 5 million people per year in to
poverty. Fully government finance or
fully employee financed universal
health coverage is not realistic. So, partnership between the government and
the beneficiary is much more prominent. For implementing universal health
coverage in Bangladesh, resource mo-

bilization, reducing the out-of-pocket
expenditure, reducing inefficient and inequitable use of resources, quality of
health service are major challenges for
implementing universal health coverage. Bangladesh has a special program
for ensuring health coverage by 2032
Use of reproductive maternal and child
health is worse in poor households; additional $200 billion for primary health
care and $170 billion for universal
health coverage is required which is a
5% increase of present $7.5 trillion
health spending globally. And universal
health coverage is a potential choice
with this 5% increase in health spending
universal health coverage can be
achieved.
Health
spending
in
Bangladesh especially catastrophic
health expenditure, 5.7 million
Bangladeshi falls in to poverty every
year.
If we look into the health infrastructure
of Bangladesh, our community clinic,
union health center, upazilla health
complex and district level big hospital
along with hundreds of medical colleges, these give a better health infrastructure in our country.
The most important part of SDG-3
is universal health coverage, access to health services, affordability of health care, medicine and
vaccine. In universal health coverage we had a target to reach at 65
point out of hundred by 2020 from
52 in 2016. But we could proceed
only by 2 notches that is 54 in
2019. About out-of-pocket (OOP)
health expenditure, in 2016 20%
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plementation is to reduce tobacco use
and reducing death from the use of tobacco. We have the available base data
43.3% people in 2009 use tobacco with
a target to reduce to 35% by 2020. Fortunate enough that by 2017 we reached
that. Hope to lower the use of tobacco
to 30% and 25% people respectively in
2025 and 2030 very easily.
We all know that Bangladesh has done
very well in vaccination. Under Extended Program of Immunization (EPI)
our target we fixed to reach 95 percent
by 2020 and 100 percent by 2030. In
2017-18 we could reach about 82.3%,
which is very near to achieve the target.

people spent more than 25% of their
house hold expenditure and another
24.67% people spent more than 10% of
their household expenditure for health.
In Bangladesh OOP health expenditure
is remarkably high. This is a threat to
universal health coverage.
Air pollution is another major cause of
death. It accounts for 29% of all death
and diseases from lung cancer, 25% of
all death diseases from ischemic heart
diseases, 17% from the lower respiratory infection and 25 % of all death
from stroke. During Covid in April 2020
Dhaka has ranked 17th worst on the
World Air Quality index where Thailand’s Chiang Mai occupied the worst
position with an AQI value of 191. On
the real time ranking Dhaka showed an
average AQI score of 82 and classified
as ‘moderate’.
Air pollution is the world’s leading environmental health threat. It causes 7
million death per year. In Bangladesh
brick kiln, old vehicles, higher level of
sulfur in diesel and a huge infrastructure
development work are the main cause
of air pollution. So, construction site
and industry contribution in air pollution needs coordinated efforts. Specially
in Dhaka city, Metro rail construction
through the center of Dhaka city, construction of BRT, several flyovers along
with the multi-storied buildings made
the air quality of Dhaka very bad. Ac-

cording to a World Bank report, each
year 15000 people die from air pollution. We could save $200 million to
$800 million yearly that is 0.7-3.0% of
gross national product if air pollution
could be reduced in 4 major cities.
Global warming, climate change, acid
rains, smog effect, deuteration of agricultural field, extinction of animal
species, respiratory health problem and
deuteration of different construction
these are the waste affected area due to
air pollution.
Global health observatory data shows in
2016 water, sanitation and hygiene was
responsible for about 829,000 deaths
for diarrhea, that is 1.9% of the global
burden of diseases. Everyday 6,000
people die of water related diseases.
Secretary general Kofi Annan in 2003
while inaugurating the world environment day told that water related diseases are responsible for 80% of all
illness death of developing country.
Hand wash can reduce 30-48% diarrhea and 20% of respiratory infection.
Cholera, Ebola, Sars, hepatitis E and also
36% of Corona can be reduced by regular hand washing. 35 to 77 million
people in Bangladesh have been chronically exposed to arsenic in the first
decade of this century, 8.5% of the total
deaths is caused by water, sanitation
and hygiene related diseases according
to the United Nations Water 2013.
One of the most important means of im-

Another means of implementation is development assistance. Before Corona in
2018-19, we had $402 million development assistance in research and other
basic health services. We achieved the
target well which we fixed $300 million
by 2020 and $400 million by 2025.
Health personnel, we all know is one of
the most important area. We had a target of 18.9, 31.5 and 44.5 health officials for each 1000 people by 2020,
2025 and 2030 respectively with a base
data of 7.4 per one thousand in 2016.
We are at a far cry from the target and
had 8.3 person per thousand in 2019.
On the other hand, World Health Organization had said the ratio of doctor,
nurse and technician from existing
1:0.5:0.2 in 2016 to reach 1:3:5 in 2030
gradually. We are far behind the target
of achieving this ratio of doctor, nurse
and technician rather we have opposite
picture. In terms of emergency preparedness, the target was 90 by 2020.
We could rich 58 only by 2019.
So far Corona in Bangladesh could not
spread and had very less death tool in
comparison to other populous country
like India and in overall SDG 3 implementation along with Corona with so
many limitations our performance is remarkable which brought so many
awards for Bangladesh in the last one
decade.
EP
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Country Needs More Energy for
Development: PM

P

rime Minister Sheikh
Hasina recently said the
government wants to develop
the country and for that reason it needs more energy.

“We want the development
of our country. That’s why we
need energy,” she said while
visiting Special US Presidential Envoy for Climate John
Kerry called on her at her official residence.
PM’s press secretary Ihsanul
Karim later briefed reporters.
He said the prime minister
mentioned that as the source
of clean energy, Bangladesh
put emphasis on producing
more energy from hydroelectric power plants.
“We’ve only one hydroelectric power generation plant.
Now we’re in discussion with
Nepal, Bhutan and India to
set up hydroelectric plants
through bilateral or trilateral
initiatives on regional basis,”
she said.
She also said that there are
around 5.8 million solar connectivity in the country.
“Agriculture sector also
needs solar energy for irrigation,” she said.
Sheikh Hasina deeply appreciated the decision of the US
to return to the Paris Agree-

ment on Climate Change.
“This’ll create new momentum in climate change diplomacy,” she said.
She thanked the US president
for inviting her to attend the
“Leaders Summit on Climate”
to be held on April 22 and 23
virtually.
John Kerry said that the US
put emphasis on using renewable energy for reducing
risk of pollution. In this connection, he mentioned that
US companies are keen to invest in Bangladesh building
partnership with others.
He said that in development
finance, the concessionary
money will be invested for
making the environment pollution free and preserve the
environment.
He mentioned that previously
the Obama Administration
gave $1 billion to the Green
Climate Fund, which was
supposed to be a $100 billion
fund through the participation
of all developed countries.
“We’ll give another $2 billion
in the Fund,” he said.
He put emphasis on hydroelectricity and solar power for
reducing risk of pollution
while using the energy.
EP

Gas Crunch Halts Textile Mills

A

good number of textile
mills, including spinning
and weaving ones, located in
Narayanganj, Narsingdhi and
Madhabdi areas have to stop
production due to suspension
of gas supply.
The large spinning, weaving
and fabric-processing mills,
including dying and printing
ones, that operate on gasbased captive power remained closed for last few
days due to the gas supply
problem, Bangladesh Textile
Mills Association (BTMA)
said in a statement issued
here recently.

It expressed the fear that the
mills would have to suffer
substantial losses ahead of
the Eid-ul-Fitr.
The BTMA also expressed
concern over the timely payment of wages and festival allowances to the workers if
the situation further prolongs.
"The law and order situation
might also deteriorate," it
warned.
The statement held responsible a conflict between the
Titas gas and Petrobangla for
the suspension of gas supply
to the areas.
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Siemens Energy Helps Advance
CO2-Free Power Supply in California

S

iemens Energy will supply a
reactive power compensation plant to the Los Angeles
Department of Water and
Power (LADWP).

The plant will enhance operations at Barren Ridge Switching
Station, LADWP’s renewable
energy transmission facility in
Kern County, California, about
80 miles north of Los Angeles.
The plant will be based on
Siemens Energy’s SVC PLUS
technology that combines the
benefits of static synchronous
compensation (STATCOM) and
modular multilevel converter
(MMC) technology.
The fast response of the STATCOM stabilizes the transmission system when the amount
of power generated by solar,
wind or hydro generation
changes.
The MMC technology allows
the implementation of this
complex technology in a very
small footprint compared to

traditional solutions. The new
±200 megavolt ampere (MVAr)
SVC PLUS will provide the
necessary voltage support
needed in the area, where
LADWP has significantly increased renewable energy generation.”
“Constantly increasing the
share of CO2-free, climateneutral electricity in our grid is
one of our most important
challenges,” said Reiko Kerr,
Senior Assistant General Manager, Power System Engineering and Technical Services at
LADWP.
“In addition to building new
wind and solar power plants,
targeted investments in our
electricity transmission infrastructure are crucial to achieving our renewable energy
goals. Barren Ridge will provide long-term grid stability for
our customers while supporting increasing amounts of renewable energy in our
portfolio.”
EP
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Excelerate Touches 2000th STS
LNG Transfer Milestone

Energypac Exporting Transformers
to India’s Adani

E

nergypac Engineering has
begun exporting transformers to Adani Electricity
Mumbai, in a testament to
the company's capacity to
produce high-quality products.

U

S-based LNG company
Excelerate Energy has
touched a milestone by conducting its 2000th commercial ship-to-ship (STS) transfer
of liquefied natural gas (LNG)
at its Moheshkhali Floating
LNG (MLNG) offshore terminal in the Bay of Bengal.

A total of 144,191 cubic meters of LNG were transferred
using the double-banked
LNG transfer system using Excelerate’s Floating Storage Regasification Unit (FSRU)
named excellence and a conventional LNG carrier in Bay
of Bengal recently.
In a statement, Excelerate Energy’s Chief Operating Officer
Cal Bancroft expressed his satisfaction for achieving the mile-

stone of 2000th STS transfer in
the Bay of Bengal as Excelerate
represented a 20 percent uplift
in gas supply to Bangladesh.
“Having achieved this milestone safely is a testament to
the hard work and dedication
of our team and vessel crews
worldwide,” he said in the
statement.
Since 2018, Excelerate has
provided clean, reliable energy to Bangladesh through its
two FSRUs located offshore in
the Bay of Bengal while it has
so far successfully transferred
over 236,405,000 cubic meters of LNG using its STS protocol worldwide in last 14
years after conducting its first
commercial STS transfer in
2007.
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Govt Okays Proposal to Buy over
3.3m MMBTUs LNG

B

angladesh has approved a
fresh proposal to procure
33.60 lakh MMBTUs liquefied natural gas LNG from the
spot market at a cost of over
Tk 2.43 billion.
The approval was given by
the government recently to
meet the growing demand of
energy in the country.
“The government will buy
33.60 lakh MMBTUs LNG
from AOT Trading, AG,
Switzerland. The company
quoted Tk 2.43 billion for the

LNG cargo supply,” said
Shahida Akter, Additional
Secretary of Cabinet Division
at a virtual press briefing.
The briefing was held after the
meeting of Cabinet Committee
on Government Purchase with
Finance Minister AHM Mustafa
Kamal in the chair. The approval came at the meeting.
The cost of per MMBTU LNG
will be $7.29 in line with
AOT Trading, AG, Switzerland’s quotation, said Shahida
Akter.
EP

One "16/20 million volt ampere"
transformer
was
shipped to the Indian private
power distribution company
on March 26, marking
Bangladesh's golden jubilee
of independence.

Such transformers need only
air for cooling and are therefore nearly maintenance-free
in comparison to liquidcooled transformers.
"Achieving European standards with modern technology
while keeping our prices competitive helped the company
enter India's market," said Rabiul Alam, chief executive officer of Energypac Engineering.

A second transformer will be
exported next month, according to company officials.

"The company inspected Energypac's
manufacturing
plant and tested products before deciding to import our
transformers," Alam said.

Not too long ago, Energypac
secured one of the country's
biggest export deals with the
Adani for 70 cast resin transformers.

"We see good potential for
the export of transformers to
India as it has a vast market
with just three local manufacturers," he added.
EP

Bangladesh Giant Seeks to Invest
$2.3bn in LNG Projects

B

angladesh conglomerate
Summit Group is bidding
for an estimated $2.3 billion
of projects to import and
store liquefied natural gas on
the Indian subcontinent,
amid a jump in storage demand from governments
seeking to mitigate spikes in
gas prices.

Summit, Japan’s Jera Co. and
Mitsubishi Corp. are jointly
tendering
to
build
Bangladesh’s first onshore
import terminal at Matarbari,
along with storage infrastructure, to handle 7.5 million
tons of LNG per year, Summit
Chairman Muhammed Aziz
Khan said in an interview.
The results of the tender are
expected to be out later this
year, he said.

The company has also set its
sights on a handful of projects
for floating storage regasification units. It is bidding to construct
a
7.5
million-tons-a-year FSRU at
Payra, Bangladesh, that authorities are expected to
award by 2022.
It is participating in a tender
called by the Ceylon Electricity
Board to build a 156,000 cubicmeter FSRU at Kerawalapitiya,
Sri Lanka, and is working with
Mitsubishi to jointly bid for a
project in Pakistan.
Bangladesh and Pakistan’s
state-owned energy companies canceled tenders to purchase LNG cargoes amid the
spike. That created gas shortages in major cities such as
Dhaka and Karachi.
EP
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Summit’s 102MW Narayanganj
Plant Contract Expires

T

he 10-year agreement
that Summit Power signed
with Bangladesh Power Development Board (BPDB) to
sell power from its Narayanganj power plant unit 1 expired on 31 March.
The company said in its disclosure published on the
websites of both stock exchanges, that it had received
a BPDB letter. As per the letter, the 102MW Narayanganj
unit was completely shut
down on 1 April.
The disclosure also said BPDB
had filed a petition with the
Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court in this regard.
The court ordered that "the
contract between the parties

shall be deemed to have
been extended till all litigation is over."
Summit declined to comment as the matter is sub judice, but said they had
already applied for an extension of the agreement for another five years.
According to the company's
annual financial statement,
the Narayanganj plant started
operation on 1 April 2011 for
five years. In 2016, BPDB extended the deal for another
five years, which expired on
31 March.
In 10 years, the company
earned Tk1,943 crore from
the plant.
EP

BERC Fixes Retail Price of LPG

B

angladesh Energy Regulatory
Commission
(BERC) has re-fixed the
price of Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) at Tk 975
for a 12 kg cylinder at retailer level inclusive VAT at
private sector.
“The newly fixed price of
LPG will be effective from
today and all licenses of
LPG marketing companies
will implement the price,”
Chairman of BERC Md
Abdul Jalil said this while
addressing a press briefing
at a virtual platform.
Announcing the new price
of LPG, he said the BERC
also re-fixed Taka 591 for
12.5 kg LPG owned by government, while per kilogram of LPG at Taka 81.30
at retailer level inclusive
VAT owned by private sector.
According to the new price
at retailer level owned by

35 kg at Taka 2,846 and 40
kg at Taka 3,659.
The BERC chairman said
the price of LPG $625 and
$595 per tonne was fixed
on March 2021 by Saudi
Contract Price (Saudi CP) as
per Saudi Aramco Propane
and Butane.
He said the Commission
has taken up the initiative
to fix the retail price of LPG
through conducting public
hearing, where licensees
and other stakeholders took
part.
Md Abdul Jalil said the
newly fixed price of LPG
will be effective from today
and all licenses of LPG bottle marketing companies
will implement the price.
Earlier, a High Court bench
ordered the regulatory body
to set the LPG price for consumer level.
The BERC held the public

Another Iron Mine Found
in Dinajpur

A

fter coming across the
country's first iron mine
at Hakimpur upazila in Dinajpur, the Bangladesh Geological Survey (GSB) says they
have found another iron ore
mine at Chirirbandar upazila
in the district.
The GSB is set to start excavation and drilling activities
in the first week of April, aiming to confirm the exact location of the new mine in
Keshabpur mouza of the
Punotti union. The activities
will continue for the next four
months.

However, GSB officials have
already started a feasibility
study, and once the location
of the mine is confirmed,
there will be six mines in the
district.
There are three coal mines —
one each at Barapukuria,
Phulbari, and Dighipara; a
stone mine at Madhyapara;
and an iron mine at Ishabpur
of Hakimpur in the district.
Earlier in 2001, a well was
excavated in the hope of
finding a copper mine at Ambari in Parbatipur upazila.
EP

private sector, 12.5 kg LPG
has been fixed at Taka
1,017 at retailer level, 15
kg at Taka 1,220, 16 kg at
Taka 1,301, 18 kg at Taka
1,464, 20 kg at Taka 1,627,
22 kg at Taka 1,789, 25 kg
at Taka 2,032, 30 kg at Taka
2,440, 33 kg at Taka 2,683,

hearing on LPG price fixing
as per “The BERC Act,
2003,” said the chairman.
Among others, secretary
o f B E R C R u b i n a F e rdousi, members and of ficials joined the virtual
briefing.
EP
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20m People Getting Solar
Energy in Bangladesh

World Adds Record
New Renewables
Capacity in 2020

G

lobal renewable energy capacity
additions in 2020 beat earlier estimates and all previous records despite
the economic slowdown that resulted
from the COVID-19 pandemic.
According to data released recently by
the International Renewable Energy
Agency (IRENA) the world added more
than 260 gigawatts (GW) of renewable
energy capacity last year, exceeding expansion in 2019 by close to 50 per cent.

B

angladesh has the
largest off-grid solar
power program in the
world, which offers experiences and lessons for
other countries for expanding access to clean
and affordable electricity.
By harnessing solar
power, the program enabled
20
million
Bangladeshis to access
electricity.

50,000 household pilot,
the program at its peak,
provided electricity to approximately 16 per cent
of the rural population.
The program helped the
country save 4 billion
litres of kerosene worth
about $908 million.

The World Bank (WB) recently launched a book
titled: "Living in the Lightthe Bangladesh Solar
Home System Story,"
which documents how
off-grid solar electrification was mainstreamed to
a large segment of the
population living in rural
areas.

“Bangladesh is known for
its innovative development approaches. In remote and hard to reach
areas, the government
successfully introduced
affordable off-grid renewable energy solutions
through a public-private
partnership. Clean electricity meant better health
and living conditions for
families and more study
time for children,” said
WB Country Director
Mercy Tembon.

Starting in 2003 as a

“Our partnership with the

government for this program spans nearly two
decades, and now our
support has expanded to
include other renewable
energy options," she
added.
Successive
financing
through the Rural Electrification and Renewable
Energy
Development
(RERED) Project, the
World Bank supported
the Infrastructure Development Company Ltd
(IDCOL) to implement
the program.
IDCOL combined its expertise in infrastructure financing
with
Bangladesh’s pioneering
work in micro-financing
and private sector solar
electrification initiatives
to build a scalable offgrid electrification business model.
EP

IRENA’s annual Renewable Capacity
Statistics 2021 shows that renewable energy’s share of all new generating capacity rose considerably for the second year
in a row. More than 80 per cent of all
new electricity capacity added last year
was renewable, with solar and wind accounting for 91 per cent of new renewables.
Renewables’ rising share of the total is
partly attributable to net decommissioning of fossil fuel power generation in Europe, North America and for the first
time across Eurasia (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Russian Federation and
Turkey).
Total fossil fuel additions fell to 60 GW
in 2020 from 64 GW the previous year
highlighting a continued downward
trend of fossil fuel expansion.
“These numbers tell a remarkable story
of resilience and hope. Despite the challenges and the uncertainty of 2020, renewable energy emerged as a source of
undeniable optimism for a better, more
equitable, resilient, clean and just future,” said IRENA Director-General
Francesco La Camera.
EP
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Solar Power Illuminates 2cr
Marginal People
He said being encouraged by
the government’s steps and
incentives for expansion of
renewable energy in the
country, entrepreneurs have
been setting up SHS.

A

s part of the government campaign
for expansion of renewable energy
sources in the country, solar home system
illuminated houses of 2 crore marginal
people.
“We have successfully installed 58 lakh
Solar Home Systems (SHSs) across the
country as part of green and clean energy
campaign,” State Minister for Power, Energy and Mineral Resources Nasrul
Hamid said.

“We will bring 100 percent
people under electricity coverage within the Mujib Borsho and around 99.8 percent
people have already come
under electrification, as
power generation capacity reached
25,171 MW,” Nasrul Hamid said.
He said the government will continue incentives and cooperation in expansion of
renewable energy in the country.
According to the ministry source, solar
energy is the most potential source of renewable energy in Bangladesh due to its
geographical location.

EP

USAID to Launch $17m Project in Bangladesh
to Promote Growth Thru Energy

U

SAID will soon launch a multiyear project of up to $17 million
in Bangladesh, called "Bangladesh
Advancing Development and Growth
through Energy" (BADGE), subject to
the availability of funds.
This multi-year initiative will work to
expand Bangladeshis' access to affordable clean energy, support clean
energy entrepreneurship, foster transparent and efficient energy markets,
and advance innovation, according
to the US Embassy in Dhaka.

It is also critical to curbing the country's carbon emissions, which nearly
quadrupled over the past two
decades.
During his April 5-9 visit to India and
Bangladesh, US Special Presidential
Envoy for Climate John Kerry highlighted several new initiatives from
the US Agency for International Development (USAID) in India and
Bangladesh that will help combat climate change by expanding access to
clean energy, strengthening climateresilient infrastructure, and promoting
clean
energy
entrepreneurship.
The project will not only reduce
emissions but also will improve
living standards for the people of
Bangladesh and will support
continued
rapid
economic
growth, said the Embassy.
EP

US to Invest Heavily
to Boost Oﬀshore
Wind Farms

T

he US government recently unveiled
plans to bolster offshore wind farms
with the goal of supplying energy to more
than 10 million homes by 2030, as part of
President Joe Biden’s efforts to fight climate change.
The objective of the initiative - which will
be carried out by the departments of commerce, the interior, transport and energy is to produce 30 gigawatts of wind power
in the country by that date, the White
House said in a press conference.
Achieving the goal will require more than
US$12 billion in investment per year
along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, and
is expected to create tens of thousands of
jobs, the administration said.
The move should cut 78 million tons of
carbon dioxide emissions, the White
House said.
The government plans to designate an offshore wind development zone off the
coasts of the New York and New Jersey.
Lots will be offered for operation by the
end of 2021 and the beginning of 2022.
Only one offshore wind farm is currently
fully operational in the United States: the
Block Island Wind Farm, completed at the
end of 2016 off the state of Rhode Island
and capable of producing 30 megawatts.
The Coastal Virginia Offshore Wind
(CVOW) pilot project, with a capacity of
12 megawatts, saw its first phase completed in 2020. The final site is to be completed in 2026 and could supply energy
to 600,000 households.
Other projects off Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland and North Carolina are under
development.
EP
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BGMEA Teams Up with Sreda to
Ensure Sustainable Energy Use
BGMEA member factories
on energy efficiency and renewable energy.

B

The MoU will also work to
ensure easy access to information on rooftop solar
project implementation, facilitating garment industries
to avail low-cost green finance and joint promotion
of industries working towards sustainability.

angladesh Garment Manufacturers
and Exporters Association (BGMEA)
recently teamed up with the Sustainable
and Renewable Energy Development
Authority (Sreda) to ensure sustainable
energy use in the apparel sector.

Niaz Rahman, secretary of Sreda, and
Mohammad Abdur Razzak, secretary of
BGMEA, signed the papers of the deal,
according to a statement from the apex
trade body for garment makers.

The two signed a memorandum of understanding to go for long-term collaboration for capacity development of the

Sreda promotes renewable energy and energy efficiency and works for creating an
enabling environment for sustainable energy development in the country.
EP

NTPC Launches 25MW Floating
Solar Plant in Vizag

N

ational Thermal Power Corporation
(NTPC) launched the 25 MW floating solar power plant in its water storage
reservoir the Simhadri unit as part of its
diversification into the solar segment.
The project is being developed in reservoir spread over 150 acres. The first 5
MW block was completed and inaugurated by head of the unit, Diwakar
Kaushik.
Addressing a media conference, Group
General Manager of NTPC’s Simhadri
plant, A R Maiti, said the NTPC
Simhadri had four units (of 500 MWs
each) and the plant was operating at
70.98 plant load factor this yearas
against last year’s 67.2 per cent.

With a budget of Rs 110 crore, the floating solar panels are being installed, covering about 150 acres of the water
surface, over the Raw Water Reservoir
of the NTPC Vizag.

Black & Veatch
Chosen as
Owner’s Engineer
for Wind Farms in
Vietnam
Vietnam is expanding its power generation capacity as it balances its generation portfolio and meet the soaring

energy demand of its growing population and flourishing economy.

The floating PV panels are tied
through marine ropes from all corners and it is considered to be an
engineering marvel due to the challenges faced during design and implementation of unique anchoring
and mooring system.
It is expected to complete the balance works by June 2021 and full
25 MW will be made available to
the grid, Kaushik added.
The project once commissioned, the
power plant will be capable of supplying 25 MW per hour in proper sunlight. With the magnitude of resources
and expertise investment, the authorities at NTPC Simhadri claim that the
resultant structure shall be one of the
largest floating solar power plants in
the country.
EP

To advance energy security with decarbonization and sustainability commitments, Vietnam is prioritizing the
development of its renewable energy infrastructure.
Renewable energy, according to Black
& Veatch’s Strategic Directions: Electric
Industry Asia 2021 Report, is expected
to experience the most significant investment growth in new generation capacity over the next three to five years.
The Ia Pech 1 and Ia Pech 2 wind farms,
located in Ia Grai district of Gia Lai
province, are examples of investments
in Vietnam’s renewable energy developments.
Dien Xanh Gia Lai Investment Energy
Joint Stock Company, the developer of
the la Pech wind farms, has engaged
Black & Veatch as the Owner’s Engineer
for both wind farms. Each Ia Pech wind
farm project will have a capacity of 50
megawatts (MW).
EP
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Paris Agreement Can Lead to
Sustainable Future: Momen
tation and mitigation activities to
enhance its climate
resilience.

F

oreign Minister Dr AK
Abdul Momen recently
said Bangladesh firmly believes strict implementation
of the Paris Agreement is the
only way forward for a sustainable future.

The foreign minister made
the remarks while addressing
the ‘Climate and Development Ministerial’ organized
by the UK as the Presidency
of COP26.
“We suggest that CVF-COP
prosperity partnership may
be a way forward,” he said
adding that they need political commitment to Build
Back Better for a sustainable,
prosperous and resilient future through shared responsibility and concerted actions.
Dr Momen said Bangladesh
has adopted excellent adap-

He
said
Bangladesh, as the
first LDC country,
established a Climate Change Trust
Fund where the government
has allocated nearly $443
million from her own resources.
The minister said this year, as
part of the celebration of birth
centenary of Father of the Nation Bangabandhu Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman, Bangladesh
is planting 11.2 million trees
across the country.
“We are going to implement
the ‘Mujib Climate Prosperity
Plan’ to achieve low carbon
economic growth for optimised prosperity and partnership,” the foreign minister
said.
The country has also established a Regional Global
Adaptation Centre in Dhaka
with a view to disseminate
local based innovative adaptation strategies, he said.
EP

Tata Cleantech Signs 10bn Yen
Loan Agreement with JICA

T

ata Cleantech Capital,
a non-banking financial company, secured a
10-billion-yen loan agreement from Japan International
Cooperation
Agency (JICA) for offering
loans to Indian firms focusing on clean energy
projects.
According to a press release, the loan would be
provided through a private
sector investment finance
scheme of JICA and co-financed with the Sumitomo
Mitsui
Banking
Corporation.
JICA’s loan would support
Tata Cleantech to mitigate
the impact of climate
change by offering green
finance, which would
contribute to decrease the
emission of greenhouse
gas emissions in India. It
will also contribute to sustainable
development
goals 7 and 13.
The event will engage the
leaders to help shape the
global, regional and local

Climate Change, Rich-Poor Gap, Conﬂict
Likely to Grow: US Intel Report

D

isease, the rich-poor
gap, climate change and
conflicts within and among
nations will pose greater
challenges
in
coming
decades, with the COVID-19
pandemic already worsening
some of those problems, a
U.S. intelligence report said
recently.
The rivalry between China
and a U.S.-led coalition of
Western nations likely will in-

tensify, fueled by military
power shifts, demographics,
technology and "hardening divisions over governance models," said Global Trends 2040:
A More Contested World, produced by the U.S. National Intelligence Council (NIC).
Regional powers and nonstate actors may exert greater
influence, with the likely result "a more conflict-prone
and volatile geopolitical en-

vironment"
and
weakened international cooperation, it
said.

The report by top U.S. intelligence analysts, which is
produced every four years,
assessed the political, economic, societal and other
trends that likely will shape
the national security environment in the next 20 years.
"Our intent is to help policymakers and citizens ... prepare for an array of possible
futures," the authors wrote,

agenda in the energy sector including Power, Energy Transition, Oil & Gas,
Renewables, Coal, Digital
Transformation
among
others.
“This partnership will enable us to accelerate the
pace of transition to clean
energy in India. Our focus
will be on funding and
supporting projects across
renewable energy, e-mobility and energy efficiency
sectors
by
channelizing climate finance in India to mitigate
climate change impact,”
said Manish Chourasia,
managing director, Tata
Cleantech.
Under the Paris Agreement, India has committed
to cut greenhouse gas
emissions intensity of its
GDP by 33-35 per cent by
2030 and is promoting
mitigation measures such
as installation of renewable energy, energy efficient equipment, and
electric
vehicles
to
achieve the target.
EP
noting they make no specific
predictions and included
input from diverse groups,
from American students to
African civil society activists.
Challenges like climate
change, disease, financial
crises and technological disruption "are likely to manifest
more frequently and intensely
in almost every region and
country," producing "widespread strains on states and
societies as well as shocks that
could be catastrophic," the report said.
EP
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Green Bond to be Launched in
Capital Market Soon

Access to Climate Fund Key for
Asia’s Development: ADB

ernor Dr Atiur Rahman, Global
Green Growth Institute Director General Frank Rijsberman,
acting Dean of Dhaka University business studies faculty Dr
Muhammad Abdul Moyeen
and Financial Institutions Division additional secretary Mafiz
Uddin Ahmed spoke, among
others, at the conference.

B

angladesh Securities and
Exchange Commission
(BSEC) Chairman Prof Shibli
Rubaiyat-Ul Islam recently
said "Green Bond" would be
launched in the capital market for ensuring sustainable
development of the country.
BSEC Chairman said this at
the inaugural session of a twoday conference titled "International
Conference
on
Sustainable Finance and Investment 2021" organized virtually by the Bangladesh
Institute of Capital Market
(BICM) marking the birth centenary celebration of Father of
the Nation Bangabandhu
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and
the Golden Jubilee of country's independence.
Chaired by executive president
of BICM Dr Mahmuda Akhter,
former Bangladesh Bank Gov-

The BSEC Chairman said that
Bangladesh is now faring better in all the economic indices
while the country would have
to move forward in double
pace since Bangladesh could
not attain desired development in the first 30 years of independence.
Shibli also stressed the need
for working on the recommendations and strategies
that would come from such
kind of conferences.
Former central bank Governor Dr Atiur Rahman said that
the banks usually manage
short-term financing for which
the capital market is the
source of long-term financing.

epal has ordered schools
to close for four days after
air pollution climbed to hazardous levels, forcing millions
of students to stay home across
the country.

Nepal, with a population of 30
million people, is located in
the Himalayas between China
and India, two of the world’s
biggest polluters.
Air pollution is a chronic problem in the rapidly growing

sian Development Bank
(ADB) said access to climate fund is a key priority for
Asia and the Pacific as the
governments design and implement a green and resilient
recovery from the pandemic.
“Expanding access to finance
is critical if developing
economies in Asia and the
Pacific are to meet their Paris
Agreement goals to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions
and help adapt to the adverse
impacts of climate change,”
said ADB President Masatsugu Asakawa.
He was speaking at the
United Kingdom Climate and
Development Ministerial–
one of the premier events
leading up to the United Nations Climate Change Confer-

Over the weekend, pollution
levels hit their highest in the
capital since the government
began keeping records in
2016, according to officials.
About eight million students
have been affected by the closures.
EP

“We can no longer take a
business-as-usual approach
to climate change. We need
to put ambitious climate actions at the center of development,” Asakawa said.
He said, “ADB is committed to
supporting its developing
member countries through finance, knowledge, and collaboration
with
other
development partners, as they
scale up climate actions and
push for an ambitious outcome
at COP 26 and beyond.”
ADB is using a three-pronged
strategy to expand access to
finance for its developing
members as they step up
their response to the impacts
of climate change.
EP

plastics as the feedstock,
therefore removing waste
which would otherwise
go to incineration, landfill or into our oceans.

EP

capital city of Kathmandu and
an additional headache for the
government that is struggling
to contain the coronavirus
pandemic.

ence (COP 26) in November.

Clean Planet Energy Unveils Two
New Ultra-Clean Marine Fuels

"For this, the market regulator
will have to ensure good disclosures to ensure efficiency
of the market," he said.

Nepal Closes Schools over Air Pollution

N

A

Clean Planet Energy has recently released details of two
new ultra-clean fuels manufactured to replace fossil fuels
in the Marine industry, for
use in any ship or vessel.
The products branded under
the banner of “Clean Planet
Oceans” can provide CO2e
reductions of over 75 percent, and significantly reduce
harmful air-pollutants by up
to 1,500x.
Both fuels are produced
using non-recyclable waste

"Ships using Clean Planet
Ocean�s marine distillate fuel can reduce sulfur pollution by over
1500x, and CO2 emissions
by 75%."
Following Clean Planet�s recent announcement of ultraclean aviation fuel, Clean
Planet Oceans includes an
ultra-clean Marine Residual
Fuel (also known as bunker
fuel or fuel oil) meeting international ISO 8712 2017 standards, and also a premium
Marine Distillate Fuel which
matches
the
highest
EN15940 Diesel specification.
EP
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Column

The World Gears Up
for Climate Change
Summit

J

ohn Kerry, the US President’s special
envoy for climate, was in Bangladesh
on April 9, met with Prime Minister
Sheikh Hasina and handed her the presidential invitation to attend the Leaders’
Summit on Climate Change to be held
virtually April 22-23. The visit was short
but its impact on US-Bangladesh relations, especially in energy cooperation,
is expected to be long and significant.
Kerry, wearing a black Covid-19protection mask, arrived in Dhaka as
part of his global tour that took him to
several countries including UAE, India,
Bangladesh and China. The virtual
Leaders’ Summit has been called by
President Biden to reinforce Washington’s return to the 2015 Paris Accord on
climate change signed by 196 countries
and organizations. Biden’s predecessor
Donald Trump, who scoffed off the climate change, as nonsense, pulled out
from the legally-binding accord prompting worldwide criticisms, including
from allies. So, Biden’s commitment to
the accord has been cheered as the US
is one of the major emitters of harmful
greenhouse gas that leads to global
warming. Without the cooperation from
developed countries like the US carbon
emissions can’t be reduced to the desired level.
Even after the US return the task ahead
is tough. The leading Greenhouse emitters must work sincerely to keep their
commitment and achieve the target of
limiting the global warming to well
below 2 degree Celsius, preferably to
1.5 degree Celsius, compared to pre-industrial levels. The accord has been
called a landmark as it has for the first
time made it binding for all the signatories to fight climate change and promote
measures to adapt to it.
During his meeting with PM Hasina, the

US envoy mentioned the previous
Obama administration’s contribution of
US$1 billion to Green Climate Fund ,
which was supposed to be a US$100billion fund with participation of other
developed nations. The Biden administration is planning to contribute another
2 billion dollars to the fund, from where
highly vulnerable countries like
Bangladesh can get assistance. These
countries, including Bangladesh, are
victims of greenhouse pollutants even
though their contribution to emission is
negligible.
Bangladesh, a low-lying country of 170
million people, many of them living in
high-risk coastal areas, is currently the
chairman of the 40-nation Climate Vulnerable Forum. Unless the world acts
promptly, a large part of the country
may go under water displacing up to 18
million people by 2050. Abnormal rise
in sea level due to warming has long
been predicted by experts. In a study
done in 2013 up to 6 million people
may have already been displaced because of climate-change-induced natural disasters.
In the years since Hasina’s return to
power in 2009, Bangladesh has had a
big leap in power generation; its installed capacity rising to more than

21,000 MW, though the actual generation is hovering from 9,000 to 13,000
MW. Much of generation comes from
fossil fuel and imported oil. Green and
renewable energy like biogas and solar
power still account for 3 (three) percent
of the total generation.
Hasina told Kerry that Bangladesh wants
to develop fast and so her government
is prioritizing energy. “We need more
energy for meeting our development
goals,” she said.
Slowly but steadily Bangladesh is increasing solar energy with 5.8 million
homes and businesses having 5.8 million connections right now. Bio-gas
plants at rural homes are being encouraged and built. Attention is also being
paid to wind power generation.
But hydro-electricity plants is one major
area where Bangladesh is eyeing sub-regional cooperation with Nepal, Bhutan
and India in setting up plants.
Bangladesh has currently only one hydroelectricity plant in the southeast.
Much of Bangladesh power generation
is based on natural gas, which is however dwindling causing concern but at
the same time leading to a review of the
entire energy sector. A shift to the green
energy is by no means an easy task. It
will take time as the contribution of renewable energy to overall power generation is low. Solar energy is gaining
some speed, but the need for a big
chunk of money in initial investment
makes many to rethink and go slow.
The US and other developed nations
should come forward with funds to promote renewable energy. India, the close
neighbour of Bangladesh, is making
some progress in solar energy.
Bangladesh can explore more cooperation with India.
EP
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Int er view

O

pportunities for private sector
investments should be opened
in the transmission segment of
power value chain for making this more
efficient through expeditious execution
of expansion and modernization works.
For this the already formulated private
sector investment policy should be approved and private sector investment request should be made. That will create
momentum in the works for making
transmission segment equally efficient
as generation segment.

But securing finance for coal power
plants is getting increasingly difficult. If
we can complete all the under implementation and planned coal power
plants on time we can get advantage of
the low priced coal available now and
forecasted to be available in future in
the market. Consequently, we have to
include Own Gas, imported LNG, imported power, Coal (Own and Imported), Nuclear Power and Renewable
in the fuel basket. We cannot even completely exclude liquid fuel as well.

Chairman at Electricity Transmission
Consultant BD Global Ali Kawsar
Muhammad Firoz said the above in an
exclusive interview with EP Editor
Mollah Amzad Hossain.

We have to bear in mind that alongside
of technical studies we have to assess
through economic and environmental
impacts studies about the overall impacts of mining coal and setting up
mine mouth power plants. These must
be determined prior to giving green signal for mining own coal.

What is your evaluation of the present status of power sector scenario?
There was a time of power system
brown out. Deficit, load shedding and
darkness were the topics of discussion.
The courageous decisions like rental,
quick rental power plants, special acts
for speedy implementation of power
projects changed all to the present comfortable situation. Now is there no shortage in generation, loadshedding is now
an event of the past. Our present challenge is ensuring supply of quality
power on uninterruptible basis to all.
Another topic of discussion in the power
sector is the fuel mix for power generation. Fuel basket must be filled with own
and imported fuel. You have to bear in
mind that even if power generation from
relatively expensive fuel adds value, it
would create positive impacts on economy. But we must not go for mono fuel
dependency at all.

There exist various debates about future fuel mix for power generation.
What are your views? What type of
fuel mix you would suggest?
Coal must be included in the fuel mix.

For the first time government has
initiated process for formulating
comprehensive and integrated
power and energy system master
plan. Which aspects should be given
priority in your opinion?
In business-as-usual way of doing
things, power sector used to prepare
Power System Master Plans (PSMP) in
the past gathering information about
fuel supply from Energy Sector. From
our experience we have seen power
generation as planned cannot be done
as Energy sector cannot ensure the
pledged fuel supply. Now integrated
power and energy system master plan
would positively address such situation.
Power generation planning and execution can be done in a better manner
through ensuring supply of fuel from exploration and exploitation of local
sources, fuel import and proportionate
usage of fuel in the fuel mix.
In my opinion smarter use of own manpower would facilitate better utilization of
foreign experts. International experts have
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Open Up Power Transmission To
Private Investment

Ali Kawsar Muhammad Firoz

There exists expert manpower in power
transmission and distribution works.
But the numbers are far below the
requirements now. The manpower
crisis is growing acute for new projects.
Outsourcing of works of maintenance
of power transmission and distribution
infrastructure would make significant
contributions in creating efficient
manpower

greater exposure to global practice and
processes. Integration of local talent would
facilitate making more reliable planning.
We must not rely on one party or group
only. In the future plan we must give priority to quality alongside expansion.

The commendable success of power
generation of the present government over the past decade has been
blurred a little for power transmission and distribution segments failing to keep pace with generation.
Do you think government is now
taking appropriate initiatives for advancing the transmission and distribution segments?
Bangladesh has budget constraints. It
was possible making proportionate in-
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vestment in transmission and distribution segments as that of generation.
Consequently, generation could make
commendable achievements while
transmission and distribution lagged
way behind. Recently government has
enhanced investment in those segments.
But it is extremely difficult to match
progress with the exponential growth of
demand. We think under long term
planning large required investment must
be made in the transmission and distribution segments.

You have worked in BPDB, PGCB,
EGCB and with Development partner. In addition to our knowledge
about Bangladesh power sector, you
are aware about investment strategy
of development partners for the sector as well. What kind of risks
Bangladesh may have to encounter
for securing future investments in
the power sector?
Asian Development Bank (ADB), World
Bank (WB) and Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) are interested for investment in all segments of power value
chain - generation, transmission and distribution. But they also have constraints
in their investment planning as well. The
requirement was considerably lower in
the past. Continued expansion of power
system has also widened the requirement
of investment significantly. Hence these
three development partners, despite of
their eagerness, cannot meet the entire
requirements. Bangladesh must give attention to bidders’ finance like alternative
source of financing now. Like generation,
the transmission and distribution segments must be made open for private
sector investment.

Recently for prolonged delays in implementation of some PGCB projects
of
transmission
system
expansion has created issues in
power evacuation. Do you think
PGCB is overloaded or inefficient?
PGCB cannot be considered inefficient
by any yardstick. It is implementing
projects one after another maintaining
international standard. I think it is overloaded. The required numbers of qualified skilled and semi-skilled manpower

could be developed commensurate
with workload. Of course, the ongoing
COVID impacts have also caused delays in some projects. Again delays in
river crossing may create problems in
meeting the power demands of the
growth centers in the Khulna region. Required revised action programs must be
launched reviewing the situation.

Chairman BPDB in a recent EP organized virtual seminar observed
that PGCB on standalone basis cannot handle the huge work load. He
suggested for creation of a second
unit. According to him that will
make confronting emerging challenges much better in the future.
What is your opinion?

It is essential to upgrade power grid
prior to evacuation of power from
Rooppur Nuclear Power plant. It is
true that grid has developed remarkably over the past decade. Do you
think that PGCB would be ready for
evacuating power from Nuclear
power plant, which it will be ready
for operation by 2024?

I do not think a separate organization
would be ideal solution. Rather like
Bangladesh Railway two zonal divisions
can be created. This may create dynamism of works of PGCB. But before
that it is to be objectively assessed
whether PGCB is overloaded? If so there
must be ways assessed for overcoming
that. It has to be carefully examined
whether dividing into two zones would
create dynamism or not.

Special project was taken up for evacuation of power from Nuclear power plant.
But the tender process could not be finalized yet. Grid modernization is lagging
far behind now. Special initiative must be
taken on urgent basis for timely implementation of required works upon objective review of the situation.

Many local companies and manpower are making continued contributions in the power transmission
and distribution segment infrastructure development. But PGCB is exclusively depended on foreign
companies and experts for the construction, design and other activities
of power transmission infrastructure.
Do not you think local resources are
being ignored?
There exists expert manpower in power
transmission and distribution works. But
the numbers are far below the requirements now. The manpower crisis is
growing acute for new projects. Outsourcing of works of maintenance of
power transmission and distribution infrastructure would make significant contributions
in
creating
efficient
manpower. DPDC has already started
out sourcing of maintenance work.
Other distribution utilities should follow
DPDC. PGCB can also outsource maintenance works of its power grid. That
will enable private sector achieving efficiency quickly through engaging experienced manpower.

PGCB must not be left alone for confronting all emerging challenges. Power
transmission segment must be opened
to private sector investment. India has
achieved success in doing that.
Bangladesh has also finalized formulation of draft private sector policy for private sector investment in transmission
segment. It should be approved and private sector investment must be sought
through appropriate process.
Distribution segment should also be
opened for private investment alongside
transmission. India has achieved success there also. Without wasting further
time putting together small areas in different districts as zones private sector
companies can be engaged for power
distribution as pilot initiatives.

ETCBD Global is working on designing global transmission system. Are
you only working in Bangladesh or
internationally?
Alongside working with companies engaged in Bangladesh power sector, we
are also working in power transmission
system designing for similar companies
working elsewhere in the world. All
power transmission companies have
separate division for designing. But their
cost is very high. But we can provide
cost effective supports. This ability
would facilitate getting more works
globally in future.
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